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Summary
Movement is a scale-dependent process which permeates all aspects of life on Earth.
Depending on the scale at which we observe movement in its external context, we will
notice that this can be facilitated or constrained by different factors, which in the case of
humans and animals, translates to a change of the energetic cost required to move between
two locations.
During my PhD I investigated factors in the physical environments that can define the
energetic cost of movement through the landscape based on previously collected bio-logging
data. I focused on flying animals, as the three-dimensional aerial environment in which
they move is complex and extremely dynamic, constantly providing animals moving in this
medium with challenges and opportunities to remain aloft.
The advances in bio-logging devices currently allow us to record animal movement at
extremely high spatial and temporal resolution. However, the comparability of data collected
with different methodologies is rarely investigated. I therefore focused the first chapter of my
thesis on testing the comparability of movement data collected through two common types of
device attachments, to pool data from different studies. I dedicated the other three chapters
of my thesis to investigate the proportion in which topography and atmospheric conditions
contribute to creating potential energy in the environment, allowing flying animals across
taxa to travel with low energetic cost. I first focused on soaring birds, which strongly rely on
environmental support - in terms of vertical air currents - to move across the landscape. I
finally applied a similar methodology and research questions to bats, a completely different
study system in which the role of environmental support during flight had been largely
overlooked.
My PhD work suggests that both weather and static landscape features contribute to
creating energy in the landscape. It hints to the existence of converging patterns in the
way taxonomically distant species use the potential energy available in the landscape to
fly efficiently. At the same time, it highlights the species-specificity of energy landscapes,
according to which the same landscape provides different species with different low-cost
flight opportunities, depending on their behaviour, morphology and on their ability to interpret
iii

the landscape. From a methodological and applied perspective, this translates to the need
of different combination of environmental parameters to predict the flight behaviour of
different species, with clear consequences for their conservation. Finally, my results
show that the different contributions of weather versus static landscape features are also a
consequence of the spatial and temporal resolution at which these environmental information
are available. This highlights the scale-dependent nature of the movement process and the
importance of matching the scale and resolution at which the movement phenomenon and
its environmental context are observed and investigated.
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Zussamenfassung
Bewegung ist ein skalenabhängiger Prozess, der alle Aspekte des Lebens auf der
Erde durchdringt. Abhängig vom Ausmaß, in dem wir Bewegungen in ihrem externen
Kontext beobachten, können wir feststellen, dass verschiedene Faktoren sie erleichtern oder
eingeschränken können. Oft führen solche Faktoren zu einer Änderung der energetischen
Kosten, die notwendig sind, um sich fortzubewegen
Während meiner Promotion untersuchte ich Faktoren in der physikalischen Umgebung,
die die energetischen Kosten der Bewegung von Tieren durch die Landschaft basierend
auf zuvor gesammelten Bio-Logging-Daten definieren. Ich habe mich auf fliegende Tiere
konzentriert, da die dreidimensionale Luftumgebung, in der sie sich bewegen, komplex
und äußerst dynamisch ist. Den Tieren, die sich in diesem Medium bewegen, bieten sich
somit ständig Herausforderungen und Möglichkeiten ihre höchst dynamische Umgebung
zu nutzen.
Die Fortschritte bei Bio-Logging-Geräten ermöglichen es uns derzeit, Tierbewegungen
mit extrem hoher räumlicher und zeitlicher Auflösung aufzuzeichnen. Die Vergleichbarkeit
von Daten, die mit unterschiedlichen Methoden gesammelt wurden, wird jedoch selten
untersucht. Ich habe daher im ersten Kapitel meiner Arbeit die Vergleichbarkeit von Bewegungsdaten zu überprüft, die über zwei gängige Arten von Befestigungsmethoden erfasst
wurden; dies um Daten aus verschiedenen Studien in meiner Dissertation vergleichbar zu
bündeln und auswerten zu können. In den folgenden drei Kapiteln meiner Arbeit habe ich
dann untersucht, inwieweit Wetter und topografische Merkmale dazu beitragen, potenzielle
Energiequellen in der Umwelt zu erzeugen, sodass fliegende Tiere verscheidener Taxa
energiesparend fliegen können. Ich habe mich zuerst auf Vögel konzentriert, die durch die
Nutzung von sog. Segelflug stark auf die Unterstützung durch ihre Umwelt angewiesen
sind. Der Segelflug nutzt vertikale Luftströmungen -, um grossen Vogelarten energetisch
günstigen Flug in der Landschaft zu ermöglichen. Zu guter Letzt habe ich eine die zuvor
entwickelte Methodik und Forschungsfragen auf den Flug der Fledermäuse erweiter, einem
völlig anderen Studiensystem, bei dem die Rolle der Umweltunterstützung während des
Fluges weitgehend vernachlässigt wurde.
v

Meine Doktorarbeit lässt den Schluss zu, dass sowohl Wetter- als auch statische Landschaftsmerkmale zur Energieerzeugung in der Landschaft beitragen. Meine Arbeit zeigt
auf, dass es ähnliche Muster in der Art und Weise gibt, wie taxonomisch entfernte Arten
die in der Landschaft verfügbare potentielle Energie nutzen können, um effizient zu fliegen.
Gleichzeitig aber zeigen meine Untersuchungen ebenso, dass es eine ausgesprochene
Artenspezifität in der Struktur dieser Energielandschaften gibt. Dieselbe Landschaft bietet,
gemäss meinen Auswertungen, verschiedenen Arten, je nach deren Verhalten, Morphologie
und Interpretationsfähigkeit der Landschaft, über die die Arten verfügen, unterschiedlich
kostengünstige Flugmöglichkeiten. Aus methodischer und angewandter Sicht bedeutet
dies, dass unterschiedliche Kombinationen von Umweltparameter erforderlich sind, um
das Flugverhalten verschiedener Arten vorherzusagen, mit klaren Konsequenzen für
deren Schutz. Schließlich zeigen meine Ergebnisse, dass die unterschiedlichen Beiträge
von Wetter- und statischen Landschaftsmerkmalen auch eine Folge der räumlichen und
zeitlichen Auflösung sind, mit der diese Umweltinformationen verfügbar sind. Dies unterstreicht die skalenabhängige Natur des Bewegungsprozesses und die Bedeutung der
Anpassung der Skala und Auflösung der Daten an die Bewegungsphänomene und dem
Umweltkontext in welcher sie beobachtet und untersucht werden.
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General introduction
From the passage of molecules through the cell membrane of a living organism, to
the flow of wind and sea currents across the planet, movement at different spatial and
temporal scales permeates all aspects of life on Earth. At all scales, movement can be
facilitated or constrained by the context in which it occurs: just as the electro-chemical
gradient regulates, stops, or inverts the movement of solutes through a cell membrane,
topography modulates the wind regime over a certain geographical area. These two
examples show how overarching a concept movement is, and at the same time that all
factors affecting it, as well as its consequences, are scale-dependent.
In the case of humans and animals, facilitators or obstacles to movement translate to
decrease or increase in the energetic cost required to move. The physical characteristics
of the environment in which organisms move, the substrate on which they walk, the
depth at which they swim or the atmospheric condition in which they fly, affect the
energetic cost of their movement. This idea was formalized and coined in 2013, when
for the first time the concept of energy landscape was borrowed from the field of
physics and chemistry and introduced in the field of biology and ecology
Overlaid to the painted landscape, photographed trajectories of soaring birds, courtesy of:
Xavi Bou (http: // www. xavibou. com/ ).
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(Shepard et al., 2013).
The complex interaction between mobile living organisms, and the moving environment
surrounding them, is what makes the study of the causes and consequences of movement
so fascinating. This especially applies to aerial and aquatic animals, whose movements in
the three-dimensions of the surrounding fluid actively modify and are in turn modified by
the medium in which they travel (Dickinson et al., 2000; Kokshaysky, 1979; Shepard et al.,
2013). Both air and water constitute dynamic environments and their properties vary at
different temporal and spatial scales depending on turbulence. But air does not provide
constant support against gravity. Therefore, in contrast to aquatic organisms, flying animals
not only have to thrust themselves to move forward, but they are also constantly challenged
to remain aloft (Dickinson et al., 2000). In recent years, the complex dynamics of the
aerial environment have raised interest in the context of animal flight and in 2016 were
summarized in a special issue titled "Moving in a moving medium, new perspectives on
flight", highlighting, among others, the fine scale at which atmospheric conditions change,
for instance in response to the presence of foliage on trees or to newly constructed lines of
buildings (Shepard, Williamson and Windsor, 2016; Shepard, Ross and Portugal, 2016).
Flying animals across taxa, have evolved diverse morphologies and behavioural adaptations
to deal with the challenges and opportunities offered by the complex aerial environment.
Adapted to take advantage of its dynamics to move in an energetically efficient way they
reduce their cost of transport. Soaring birds are a quite spectacular example of such
morphological and behavioural adaptation. These large and heavy birds are particularly
constrained in the use of active flapping flight, as the energetic cost of flight proportionally
increases with size and weight (Pennycuick, 1972). They therefore use passive soaringgliding flight, which is subsidized by the vertical air currents (uplifts) and may require as
little energy as resting (Baudinette and Schmidt-Nielsen, 1974; Duriez et al., 2014). Body
mass, wing loading and wing aspect ratio ultimately determine the cost of flapping flight,
and with it a species’ degree of dependence on uplifts (Agostini et al., 2015; Hedenstrom,
1993; Nourani and Yamaguchi, 2017; Pennycuick, 1972). Uplift events, originate from
local weather conditions interacting differently with the different areas of the underlying
landscape, depending on the land cover, the height of the ridges and their orientation
relative to sun and winds (Kerlinger, 1989; Péron et al., 2017). Soaring birds are able to use
these uplifts as natural lifts, to move around the landscape with little energy expenditure.
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We can therefore say that the energetic cost of movement for these birds is influenced by
the interaction of landscape structure and local weather conditions:
• The structure of the landscape (topography and land cover) determines the intrinsic
potential for uplifts to develop, defining where uplifts would occur (their spatial
distribution), when the weather conditions are appropriate.
• Local weather conditions in turn define when uplifts will occur (their temporal distribution), and their quality, or strength.
This highlights the complexity of the aerial environment in which flying animals move, and
also the limitations that we meet in trying to measure and quantify this environment. Weather
and atmospheric conditions are what immediately affect the movement of soaring birds, and
for this reason many studies investigating uplift availability and soaring behaviour focused
their attention on atmospheric parameters. However, the uplift phenomenon occurs at really
fine spatial and temporal scales, and the weather information that are publicly available have
often too coarse a resolution to capture the fine-scale uplift phenomenon (grids of 70*70
Km every 6 hours). In contrast to dynamic weather products, publicly available satellite
data provide valuable static landscape information (such as land cover and elevation) at
higher spatial resolution (10 to 30 m), which could be used to predict the occurrence of uplifts.
In my PhD thesis I investigated the proportion in which weather and static landscape
contribute to creating energy in the environment to allow animals to fly efficiently. By relating
existing tracking data of different taxa to remote sensing and weather products I investigated
the direct links between the physical landscape and the species’ energetic cost of transport
through this landscape (energy landscapes). I chose to focus mainly on large soaring birds
(white storks Ciconia ciconia and griffon vultures Gyps fulvus), because of their large-scale
movements and their strict dependence on environmental conditions, but later in my PhD I
applied similar theoretical principles and analytical methods also to a different study system,
the European free-tailed bats Tadarida teniotis.
Through their strict dependence on specific environmental conditions, some flying species
are more vulnerable to changes in these conditions, a vulnerability that is becoming increasingly evident in the context of anthropogenic wind energy development. I therefore
developed chapters two and three of my thesis at the interface of fundamental and applied
3

research, where I first investigated what features in the landscape can predict the occurrence
of specific types of flight and then tried to transfer this knowledge across taxa and translate
it into concrete suggestions for the planning phase prior to the siting of wind farms.

Tagging devices are pivotal to the study of animal behaviour and movement ecology, and
my entire PhD work was based on existing data collected using these devices. However,
improper tag type or attachment can negatively affect animal body condition and survival
(Bodey et al., 2018) and fundamentally bias the movement data we collect. Such bias can
lead to misinterpretation of the animal behaviour we are trying to measure and thus to a lack
of comparability across studies using different tag attachments (Barron et al., 2010; Curk,
T., Scacco, M. et al., 2021; Powell et al., 1998). The movement data used in chapters 2 to 4
of my thesis were collected using devices placed on the animal either as a backpack or as a
leg-loop. Therefore, in chapter 1 of my thesis, as a preparatory step I investigated the effect
of these two - commonly used - tag attachment types on the flight performance of five raptor
species that were flying simultaneously under the same environmental conditions. The
results of this common-garden experiment revealed slight differences in flight performance
in favour of the use of leg-loops as an alternative to backpack harnesses, also due to their
design-related advantages. However, these results did not reveal a substantial bias in
the data collected with the two types of attachments, suggesting that for the purpose of
the subsequent chapters of my thesis, data from animals equipped with backpacks and
leg-loops could be pooled and analysed together.
In chapter 2, I used GPS and accelerometry data to identify the soaring and flapping
behaviour of white storks. Accelerometry data was further used to estimate daily cost of
flight. I used soaring and flapping flight segments as proxies to locate the presence and
absence of uplifts, whereas the climbing rate during soaring was used as a proxy for uplift
intensity. I then compared the accuracy of static landscape features (specifically topography
and land cover) and weather derived parameters (thermal and orographic uplift potentials)
to map the uplift availability and intensity, as well as the birds’ cost of flight across entire
Europe. The results of this chapter shed a new light on the importance of topography as
predictor of uplift availability and low-cost soaring behaviour, which up to now had been
related solely to weather variables.
While the findings of the second chapter only referred to one soaring species, the white
4

stork, in chapter 3 I extended these findings to a second soaring species, the griffon vulture.
Using existing movement data from 57 white storks and 27 griffon vultures I looked for
converging patterns in the way these two obligate soaring species use the energy available
in the landscape to soar. I first compared the soaring efficiency of the two species in terms
of climbing rate. As in chapter 2, I then used static landscape features to predict the birds’
soaring-flapping behaviour, separately for the two species, and additionally compared the
accuracy of the species-specific models. Finally, I tested the transferability of static soaring
suitability models across species, that is, if a soaring suitability model based on one species
could predict the soaring opportunities available to the second species.
The reason for focusing attention on static environmental predictors is that weather information are often publicly available at spatio-temporal resolutions that are too low to
match the high resolution movement data describing the animal behaviour. However, this
is not always the case. In chapter 4, a collaborative work with colleagues from different
groups at the Max Planck Institute of Animal Behaviour, we had the chance to associate
high resolution movement data from eight individuals of the European free-tailed bats with
high resolution topography and weather information. Using these data we could apply the
energy landscape principles investigated in soaring birds on bats, a completely different
study system in which the environmental support - in terms of uplifting currents - during high
elevation flights had been largely overlooked. Our results showed, for the first time, that
bats are able to use vertical wind energy in the nocturnal landscape to perform high-altitude
flights and that a combination of wind and topographic features can best predict areas of
the landscape able to support such ascents.

5
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Chapter 1
Effect of harness type on flight
parameters and energetic cost
across five raptor species

Arianna LONGARINI
Olivier DURIEZ
Emily SHEPARD
Kamran SAFI
Martin WIKELSKI
Martina SCACCO

Available as pre-print in bioRxiv 2021.09.15.460505
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Abstract
Bio-logging devices play a fundamental and indispensable role in movement ecology
studies, particularly in the wild. However, researchers are becoming increasingly aware of
the influence that attaching devices can have on animals, particularly on their behaviour,
energy expenditure and survival. The way a device is attached to an animal’s body has
also potential consequences for the collected data, and quantifying the type and magnitude
of such potential effects is fundamental to enable researchers to combine and compare
data from different studies, as much as it is to improve animal welfare.
For over two decades, large terrestrial birds have been in the focus of long-term movement
ecology research, employing bio-logging devices attached with different types of harnesses.
However, comparative studies investigating the effects of different harness types used on
these species are scarce.
In this study, we tested for potential differences in data collected by two commonly used
harness types, backpack and leg-loop, on the flight performance of 10 individuals from five
raptor species, equipped with high resolution bio-logging devices, in the same area and
time. We explored the effect of harness type on vertical speed, horizontal speed, glide ratio,
height above sea level, distance travelled, proportion of soaring and flapping behaviour,
and VeDBA (a proxy for energy expenditure) between and within individuals, all used as
fine-scale measures of flight performance.
Birds equipped with leg-loops climbed up to 0.65 ms-1 faster, reached 19% greater heights
while soaring and spent less time in active flight compared to birds equipped with backpacks,
suggesting that backpack harnesses, compared to leg-loops, might cause additional drag
that lowered the birds’ flight performance. A lower rate of sinking while gliding, a slightly
higher glide ratio, higher horizontal speed while soaring, and lower VeDBA, were also
indicative of decreased drag using leg-loops.
Our results add to the existing literature highlighting the design-related advantages of
leg-loops, and support the use of leg-loops as a better alternative to backpack harnesses
for large soaring birds, when possible. Our study also highlights how apparently small
changes in device attachment can lead to notable improvements in tagging practice, with
implications for animal welfare, data interpretation and comparability.
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Introduction
The recent advances in the movement ecology field are sparked by the growing possibilities
to remotely measure the movement and behaviour of animals in the wild. The use of
bio-logging devices, such as GPS loggers, accelerometers and internal sensors, allow us to
record an unprecedented amount of quantitative information concerning the movement and
behaviour of an animal, its physiological condition and its environmental context (Williams
et al., 2019).
Despite the fundamental role of bio-logging techniques in movement ecology studies, and
the ensuing gain in knowledge, researchers are increasingly aware of the potential effects
that bio-logging devices can have on animal behaviour and survival. Flying animals are in
that respect of special concern. Bio-logging is fundamental to studying their long-distance
movements; however, the added weight of a device can challenge their ability to remain
aloft. In addition, the device’s shape and position can increase drag during flight, and its
attachment, when done without the necessary diligence, create discomfort around the
wings. Recent studies suggested an adverse effect of bio-logging on several aspects of
avian behaviour and ecology (Barron et al., 2010), including lower recapture and survival
rate, a decreased likelihood of nesting success, nesting productivity and nesting propensity,
changes in foraging trip duration, as well as an increase in energy expenditure, predation
risk and death (Ballard et al., 2001; Calvo and Furness, 1992; Culik et al., 1993; Miller and
Davis, 1993; Navarro et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2010; Trefry et al., 2013; Vandenabeele
et al., 2014; Watanuki et al., 1992; Zuberogoitia et al., 2012). However, other studies did
not find neither short- nor long-term differences in reproductive success, survival, activity
budget and return rate at the colonies, attributable to the attachment of bio-logging devices
(Hamel et al., 2004; Thaxter et al., 2016). Very few studies investigated the effect of the use
of bio-logging on flight performance, but some highlighted how birds can reach different
flight speeds depending on tag placement (Curk, T., Scacco, M. et al., 2021; Gessaman
and Nagy, 1988; Wilson and Culik, 1994). More commonly, studies focus on the effects
of device weight relative to the animal’s body mass, the device shape and induced drag
depending on the medium in which the animal moves (Bowlin et al., 2010; Vandenabeele
et al., 2012; Wilson and Culik, 1994), the device position relative to the centre of mass
(Powell et al., 1998; Vandenabeele et al., 2014; Wanless et al., 1989) and the material of
the harness used to attach the device (Barron et al., 2010; Vandenabeele et al., 2013).
9

Harnesses are indispensable for long-term bio-logging studies (Naef-Daenzer, 2007). Large
terrestrial birds (raptors and large soaring birds), including many endangered species, are
often the subject of such important research, but few studies investigated the effect of
harness type on these species. In fact, studies investigating the effect of the type of harness
used to attach a device are mostly concentrated on waterbirds like penguins, waterfowl and
seabirds. In addition, studies comparing different types of harnesses on individual species
are overall scarce (Thaxter et al., 2014), especially in the case of terrestrial birds, and are
usually based on few individuals (but see (Steenhof et al., 2006)).
Long-term studies on raptors usually employ backpack-type (thoracic) harnesses (Anderson
et al., 2020; Naef-Daenzer, 2007; Thaxter et al., 2014). Some studies on raptors found that
this type of harness causes irritation under the wings, physical discomfort and increases
preening behaviour (Anderka and Angehrn, 1992; Booms et al., 2011; Stahlecker et al.,
2015). Other studies showed that backpack harnesses decreased the survival in Spotted
Owls Strix occidentalis (Paton et al., 1991) and Prairie Falcons Falco mexicanus (Steenhof
et al., 2006). Birds equipped with this harness type are also at risk of entangling their wings,
especially if the harness is too loose. On the contrary, if too tight, this might inhibit the
action of flight muscles or the deposition of fat (Naef-Daenzer, 2007; Thaxter et al., 2014).
In addition, the design of backpack harnesses, consisting of two loops connected over the
sternum, makes it difficult to impossible for the harness to fall off, in case of rupture of one
of the loops. This will force the bird to unnecessarily keep carrying a damaged harness, in
an improper position and often failing to work, yet hindering the bird’s movements.
Backpack harnesses are still widely used, particularly on terrestrial birds, and continue
to provide indispensable insight into the movement of animals and their interactions with
the environment, offering the basis for effective conservation and mitigation measures.
However, alternative harness types deserve some attention. In recent years, leg-loop
harnesses (or Rappole-type harnesses), originally introduced for passerines, have started
being used on larger species too, especially seabirds (Rappole and Tipton, 1991; Thaxter
et al., 2014). Leg-loop harnesses consist of two loops, each passing around the bird’s
thighs, with the device resting on its lower back. Their design leaves wings, flight muscles
and major fat deposits untouched. It also reduces the risk of entanglement, and contrary to
backpacks, if one side of the harness gets damaged, a leg-loop harness will fall off. Legloops, albeit certainly also representing a burden on the studied individuals, might therefore
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be considered a valid alternative to backpack harnesses. However, the applicability of
leg-loops is not universal, as for species with short thighs it isn’t a safe attachment method
(Naef-Daenzer, 2007; Rappole and Tipton, 1991). Also, due to the position on the lower
back, one study reported difficulties in solar-charging the battery of devices attached with
leg-loop design (Thaxter et al., 2014).
Therefore as for backpack harnesses, the applicability of leg-loops has to consider the
morphological, demographic, and behavioural specifics of the species studied, with the goal
of minimising impact on the natural behaviour of the individuals as an ethical responsibility,
while also maximizing data quality and acquisition.
Leg-loop harnesses have been recently used on raptor species, but to our knowledge no
study investigated their long-term reliability compared to the more commonly employed
backpack harnesses, nor their short-term effects on the birds’ behaviour and flight performance. In this respect, despite the advantages of leg-loop harnesses, their design
forces the device in a position that, compared to backpack harnesses, is further away from
the bird’s centre of mass, and could cause higher energetic costs (Vandenabeele et al.,
2014). This potential consequence has hitherto been neglected and would be important to
investigate.
In this study, we tested the effects of backpack and leg-loop harnesses on the flight
performance of 10 individuals from five raptor species, equipped with high resolution
bio-logging devices. Specifically, we explored the effect of using backpack vs leg-loop
attachment on vertical speed, horizontal speed, glide ratio, height above sea level, distance
travelled, proportion of soaring and flapping behaviour, and VeDBA (Vectorial Dynamic Body
Acceleration, a proxy for energy expenditure (Wilson et al., 2020)), all used as measures
of flight performance. The species involved were: griffon vulture (Gyps fulvus), Rüppell’s
vulture (Gyps rueppelli), Himalayan griffon vulture (Gyps himalayensis), tawny eagle (Aquila
rapax) and black kite (Milvus migrans). These five species are characterised by different
morphology, spanning a range of body masses from 0.8 to 8.4 Kg and wing spans from
1.38 to 2.8 m. The study was performed in a falconry park during a week of data collection,
consisting of three flight sessions per day. During each flight session, we equipped the
birds with high resolution GPS and accelerometry devices. The falconry park provided the
unique setting of a common-garden experiment: all 10 individuals from the five species
flew simultaneously in the same area, thus experiencing roughly the same environmental
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conditions; this minimized confounding factors related to the environmental context and
facilitated comparisons across species. It also allowed us, during subsequent days, to
collect data on the same individuals while attaching devices on them with one or the
other harness type. This helped minimizing differences in flight performance related to
the individuals’ behaviour rather than on the harness type. Moreover, all individuals were
used to be handled on a daily basis, which likely reduced the stress usually associated with
handling wild birds.

Results
Analysis of the behavioural segments
Between the 28th of June and the 1st of July 2018, in a falconry centre in Rocamadour
(France), we collected GPS and tri-axial accelerometry (ACC) data on 10 individuals from
five raptors species: Eurasian griffon vulture (n=4), Rüppell’s vulture (n=1), Himalayan
griffon vulture (n=2), tawny eagle (n=2) and black kite (n=1). GPS and ACC devices were
attached to the birds using harnesses fitted either as a leg-loop or as a backpack.
The unit of this analysis was the behavioural segment, classified based on the GPS data
as either soaring or gliding, and based on the ACC data as either passive or active flight.
Our data included a total of 2172 observations (37 for the control individual, 2135 for
the treatment individuals), where each observation corresponded to the average flight
parameters of one behavioural segment. The five flight parameters associated to each
segment were: mean vertical speed, mean horizontal speed, glide ratio (as the horizontal
distance covered per unit of vertical distance dropped), maximum height a.s.l. and mean
VeDBA; their distribution relative to harness type, for both the control and treatment groups,
is shown in figures 1.1 and 1.2.

Control group
The dataset of the control individual included two flight sessions during which two devices
were attached simultaneously to the bird, one with a leg-loop and one with a backpack
harness, and collected a total of 37 observations (18 backpack and 19 leg-loop). All
behavioural segments included in this dataset were classified as passive behaviour (either
12

Figure 1.1. Average (A) vertical speed, (B) horizontal speed, (C) VeDBA, and (D) maximum
height a.s.l. per behavioural segment, in the control bird and the treatment individuals.
Different colours differentiate between individuals equipped with backpack and leg-loop
harnesses.

soaring or flapping). Using the two-sided Wilcoxon tests we detected no significant difference
in the distribution of the five flight parameters between backpack and leg-loop segments,
indicating that the accuracy of the information measured by the devices was not affected by
their position [mean vertical speed: W = 170.5, p-value = 1; mean horizontal speed: W =
145, p-value = 0.44; glide ratio: W = 27, p-value = 0.75; maximum height a.s.l.: W = 180.5,
p-value = 0.78; mean VeDBA: W = 146, p-value = 0.46].

Treatment group
The dataset of the treatment group included 92 flight sessions from 10 individuals. During
each flight session, individuals were equipped with either a leg-loop or a backpack harness.
The complete dataset included a total of 2135 observations (789 backpack and 1346
leg-loop). The flight parameters mean vertical speed and mean horizontal speed were each
13

Figure 1.2. Cumulative distance covered in the horizontal plane relative to the cumulative
vertical distance dropped per gliding segment. Different colours differentiate between
individuals equipped with backpack and leg-loop harnesses.

used as response variable in two LMMs (one for the soaring and one for the gliding flight
segments, including 1208 and 927 observations respectively). Maximum height a.s.l. was
also analysed in two separate LMMs but the number of observations was halved (every
second observation excluded) to reduce temporal auto-correlation, obtaining 604 soaring
segments and 464 gliding segments. Glide ratio was analysed during gliding segments
only (859 observations). VeDBA was only considered during the passive flight, given the
low number of active flight segments included in our dataset (n = 69); also in this case the
dataset was halved to reduce temporal auto-correlation, obtaining 1037 observations. All
models’ results listed below, unless otherwise specified, show estimate ± st.err.
In the vertical speed model associated to soaring, the effect of harness type differed
between species, the interaction term being significant compared to the null model (χ2 =
15.17, p-value = 0.004). All vultures species equipped with leg-loops reached significantly
higher vertical speeds while soaring, up to 0.65 ms-1 higher (Rüppell’s vulture), compared
14

to the backpack group (leg-loop:Griffon vulture = 0.51 ± 0.20; leg-loop:Himalayan vulture =
0.39 ± 0.21; leg-loop:Rüppell’s vulture = 0.65 ± 0.25), while the effect on the black kite and
the tawny eagle was statistically non significant (Table 1.1). In the gliding model the effect
of harness type did not differ between species (χ2 = 4.99, p-value = 0.29) but overall all
species showed a significant increase in vertical speed (lower sinking rate) when equipped
with leg-loops (leg-loop = 0.15 ± 0.08) (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1. Output of the LMM with mean vertical speed included as dependent variable,
number of fixes, hour of the day, harness type and species as fixed terms, individual identity
and date as random intercepts. The interaction term between harness type and species
was non significant in the gliding model and therefore excluded.
Soaring segments

Gliding segments

Intercept

0.39 (0.15)*

-0.99 (0.33)*

Leg-loop

-0.29 (0.19)

0.15 (0.08)*

Tawny eagle

-0.18 (0.19)

-0.71 (0.43)

Griffon vulture

-0.22 (0.15)

-0.40 (0.37)

Himalayan vulture

-0.20 (0.16)

-0.33 (0.40)

Rüppell’s vulture

-0.50 (0.17)*

-0.85 (0.46)

-0.08 (0.02)***

0.02 (0.03)

0.004 (0.0002)***

-0.007 (0.0005)***

Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)

Hour
Number of fixes
Leg-loop*Tawny eagle

0.02 (0.26)

Leg-loop*Griffon vulture

0.51 (0.20)*

Leg-loop*Himalayan vulture

0.39 (0.21).

Leg-loop*Rüppell’s vulture

0.65 (0.25)**

Random effects (N. groups)
Intercept St. Dev.
Individuals

0.05 (10)

0.30 (10)

Date

0.16 (7)

0.15 (7)

Observations

1208

926

Marginal R2

0.25

0.19

Conditional R2

0.29

0.28

. p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

In the case of the horizontal speed, in the soaring segments the effect of harness type
did not differ between species (χ2 = 2.95, p-value = 0.57) but overall, all individuals showed
a significant increase in horizontal speed when equipped with leg-loops and were predicted
to fly up to 0.44 ms-1 faster when equipped with leg-loops (leg-loop = 0.08 ± 0.02) (Table
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Table 1.2. Output of the LMM with the mean horizontal speed included as dependent
variable, number of fixes, hour of the day, harness type and species as fixed terms, individual
identity and date as random intercepts. In the soaring model the dependent variable was
square root transformed. The interaction term between harness type and species was non
significant in the soaring model and therefore excluded.
Soaring segments

Gliding segments

Intercept

2.63 (0.095)***

9.19 (1.13)**

Leg-loop

0.08 (0.02)***

1.37 (0.70)*

Tawny eagle

0.30 (0.11)*

2.92 (1.68)

Griffon vulture

0.76 (0.10)**

4.90 (1.28)*

Himalayan vulture

0.68 (0.11)**

4.61 (1.37)*

Rüppell’s vulture

0.60 (0.12)**

3.49 (1.57).

-0.007 (0.007)

-0.04 (0.07)

0.00009 (0.00008)

-0.009 (0.002)***

Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)

Hour
Number of fixes
Leg-loop*Tawny eagle

-2.3 (1.46)

Leg-loop*Griffon vulture

-1.16 (0.75)

Leg-loop*Himalayan vulture

-2.12 (0.80)**

Leg-loop*Rüppell’s vulture

-0.66 (0.98)

Random effects (N. groups)
Intercept St. Dev.
Individuals

0.08 (10)

1.03 (10)

Date

0.09 (7)

0.49 (7)

Observations

1208

927

Marginal R2

0.29

0.18

Conditional R2

0.38

0.30

. p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

1.2). In the horizontal speed model associated to gliding, the different species showed a
different response to harness type (χ2 = 10.38, p-value = 0.034), but this difference was
statistically significant only in the Himalayan vulture and in the black kite. Himalayan vultures
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were predicted to glide 2.12 ms-1 slower when wearing a leg-loop (leg-loop:Himalayan
vulture = -2.12 ± 0.80). On the contrary, the smallest species, the black kite, showed a
significant increase in horizontal speed when equipped with a leg-loop (leg-loop = 1.37 ±
0.70) (Table 1.2).

Table 1.3. Output of the LMM with the square root of the glide ratio included as dependent
variable, number of fixes, hour of the day, harness type and species as fixed terms, individual
identity and date as random intercepts. The model included only gliding segment with
vertical speed < 0.2 ms-1 . The interaction term between harness type and species was not
significant and therefore excluded.
Gliding segments
Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)
Intercept

3.35 (0.20)***

Leg-loop

0.16 (0.08)*

Tawny eagle

-0.41 (0.28)

Griffon vulture

0.09 (0.22)

Himalayan vulture

0.003 (0.23)

Rüppell’s vulture

-0.30 (0.26)

Hour

0.009 (0.03)

Number of fixes

-0.005 (0.0005)***

Random effects (N. groups)
Intercept St. Dev.
Individuals

0.15 (10)

Date

0.16 (7)

Observations

859

Marginal R2

0.12

Conditional R2

0.16

. p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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In the glide ratio model the effect of harness type did not differ between species (χ2 =
2.52, p-value = 0.64) but overall, birds equipped with leg-loops showed a small and slightly
significant increase in glide ratio (leg-loop = 0.16 ± 0.08). This translates in about 1.07 m
increase in horizontal distance covered per meter of drop for birds wearing leg-loops (Table
1.3).

Table 1.4. Output of the LMM with the log of the maximum height a.s.l. included as
dependent variable, number of fixes, hour of the day, harness type and species as fixed
terms, individual identity and date as random intercepts. Both models were run on a subset
of the dataset (every second observation was discarded) to reduce temporal auto-correlation.
In both models, the interaction term between harness type and species was non or slightly
significant and therefore excluded.
Soaring segments

Gliding segments

Intercept

5.31 (0.13)***

5.45 (0.29)***

Leg-loop

0.19 (0.05)***

0.11 (0.059).

0.24 (0.16)

0.32 (0.36)

Griffon vulture

0.55 (0.13)**

0.62 (0.32)

Himalayan vulture

0.47 (0.13)*

0.46 (0.34)

Rüppell’s vulture

0.35 (0.15).

0.65 (0.40)

Hour

-0.03 (0.02)

-0.01 (0.02)

0.003 (0.0002)***

0.004 (0.0004)***

Individuals

0.07 (10)

0.27 (10)

Date

0.16 (7)

0.09 (7)

Observations

604

464

Marginal R2

0.27

0.24

Conditional R2

0.34

0.41

Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)

Tawny eagle

Number of fixes
Random effects (N. groups)
Intercept St. Dev.

. p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
In both models predicting the maximum height a.s.l. the effect of harness type did not
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differ between species, the interaction terms being non significant compared to the null
models (soaring: χ2 = 9.42, p-value = 0.05; gliding: χ2 = 6.86, p-value = 0.14). Both models
showed that birds reached higher altitudes when equipped with leg-loops. This effect was
highly significant during soaring, associated to a 19% increase in altitude (soaring: leg-loop
= 0.19 ± 0.05), and slightly significant during gliding (gliding: leg-loop = 0.11 ± 0.006)
(Table 1.4).

Table 1.5. Output of the LMM with the log of the mean VeDBA included as dependent
variable, number of fixes, hour of the day, harness type and species as fixed terms, individual
identity and date as random intercepts. The model included only passive flight and was run
on a subset of the dataset (every second observation was discarded) to reduce temporal
auto-correlation. The interaction term between harness type and species was only slightly
significant and therefore excluded.
Passive segments
Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)
Intercept

-1.81 (0.12)***

Leg-loop

-0.08 (0.22)***

Tawny eagle

-0.14 (0.14)

Griffon vulture

-0.56 (0.13)*

Himalayan vulture

-0.62 (0.13)*

Rüppell’s vulture

-0.50 (0.15).

Hour

-0.03 (0.007)***

Number of fixes

0.0007 (0.0001)***

Random effects (N. groups)
Intercept St. Dev.
Individuals

0.10 (10)

Date

0.09 (7)

Observations

1037

Marginal R2

0.29

Conditional R2

0.42

. p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Finally, also in the model predicting mean VeDBA the interaction term between harness
type and species was not significant (χ2 = 9.06, p-value = 0.06). Overall, all birds showed a
statistically significant decrease in VeDBA (-8%) when equipped with a leg-loop compared
to a backpack (leg-loop = -0.08 ± 0.22) (Table 1.5).
In three of the seven models (vertical speed and height a.s.l. during soaring and horizontal
speed during gliding), the effect size associated to the harness type was higher than
the among-individuals and among-dates variability (intercept standard deviation) (Tables
1.1,1.2,1.4). This suggests that the statistically significant variance which we found in at
least some of the flight parameters, associated with the harness type, is higher than the
variance encountered between individuals and could therefore be relevant from a biological
perspective.

Analysis of the flight sessions
The unit of this analysis was the flight session, therefore it was only applied to the treatment
group, as the control individual was only tracked for two flight sessions. The dataset
contained a total of 92 observations, where each observation corresponded to one flight
session, whose performance were summarised in terms of: total flight duration, total
distance covered during the flight, proportion of soaring flight along the track, proportion
of active flight and cumulative VeDBA. We applied one-sided Wilcoxon test (greater) and
found that the difference in flight parameters between harness types was never significantly
higher than the baseline, except in the case of the proportion of active flight. In this case,
the difference in the proportion of active flight performed with one or the other harness type
was significantly higher than the baseline (one-sided Wilcoxon test: V = 40456, p-value
= 0.0002); the mean of the difference between groups was positive, meaning that birds
wearing backpacks spent a higher proportion of time using active flight compared to birds
wearing leg-loops.

Discussion
In this study we compared the effect of leg-loop and backpack harnesses on the flight
performance of 10 individuals from five raptor species, in a unique setting that allowed us
to minimize confounding factors related to environmental context, individual behaviour and
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handling stress. To our knowledge, this is the first cross-species comparison of the effect of
two harness types on fine-scale flight performance. During the analysis we accounted for
the animal’s flight behaviour, and analyzed flight performance at the scale of the behavioural
segments as well as at the scale of the flight session.
At the level of the behavioural segment, the control individual showed no difference in
the flight parameters collected simultaneously by the two harness types, showing that the
information we collected were not likely to be affected by the positioning of the device on
the animal’s back. The results of the models investigating the effect of harness type on
the treatment individuals showed differences in flight performance associated to the two
harness types, that suggest a lower drag associated with leg-loop compared to backpack
harnesses. In particular, our models showed that birds equipped with leg-loops climbed
up to 0.65 ms-1 faster and reached heights 19% higher while soaring. A decreased drag
associated with the use of leg-loops was also suggested by a lower rate of sinking while
gliding and a slightly higher glide ratio, both suggesting that birds equipped with leg-loops
could cover a higher horizontal distance per unit of drop in height. Birds wearing leg-loops
also showed a higher horizontal speed while soaring and a lower VeDBA, which suggests a
lower energy expenditure. However, the variability of these last four parameters associated
to the use of leg-loops was comparable to the inter-individual variability; therefore the
observed difference in these parameters between the two harness types might not be
biologically relevant. Most species equipped with backpack, except for the black kite,
showed a higher horizontal speed while gliding, although only for two species this difference
was significant. The higher horizontal speed was associated with, and probably offset by, a
higher sinking rate, which is probably why backpacked individuals resulted in a similar or
slightly lower glide ratio compared to birds equipped with leg-loops. Differences in horizontal
speed might also result from different wind conditions, which were not measured. Although
we did not have access to high resolution wind information to compare airspeed between
harness types, we included date as random intercept in the models as an attempt to control
for differences in atmospheric conditions at least between the days.
At the level of the flight session, birds wearing leg-loops seemed to spend less time using
active flight compared to individuals wearing backpacks, but no other differences were
detectable in any of the other flight parameters. A lower proportion of active flight should
correspond to a lower energy expenditure during the flight session, although we did not find
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any difference in cumulative VeDBA between harness types.
Overall, most of our results showed lower flight performance associated with the use
of backpack harnesses, probably as a consequence of additional drag caused by the
device in its position. This is consistent with a study that visualised the flow over a model
penguin, which demonstrated that device-induced turbulence was lower when loggers were
placed further back on the body, specifically after the point with maximum girth, where the
boundary layer becomes turbulent (Bannasch et al., 1994). In our study, the reduction in
drag associated with the leg-loop harness resulted in a substantial improvement in flight
performance compared to birds with backpacks. For instance, the increase in vertical speed
for griffon vultures equipped with leg-loops (0.51 ms-1 ) was 45% of the average vertical
speed reported for this species soaring in Israel (1.1 ms-1 (Harel and Nathan, 2018)). It
is clear that this could make a substantial difference to the overall cross country speed
of these birds given the time they spend in soaring flight (birds in Israel undertook 22.8
thermal soaring cycles per day (Harel and Nathan, 2018)), even before the improvements in
horizontal speed and glide ratio are factored in. We note that other considerations may also
affect the optimal logger location, as attaching loggers lower down the back can change
the centre of gravity (Vandenabeele et al., 2014). This is less likely to be an issue for large
birds, such as those in this study, where loggers constitutes a small fraction of their body
mass.
The fact that few centimetres difference in the position of the device on the animal’s back
could decrease drag with a reduced impact on the birds’ flight performance should encourage
the research community to invest more in studying the effect of device attachments. In the
last 25 years, several studies highlighted side effects of backpack harnesses on terrestrial
bird species (Booms et al., 2011; Naef-Daenzer, 2007; Paton et al., 1991; Stahlecker
et al., 2015; Steenhof et al., 2006). Our results add to the existing literature in support
of considering leg-loops as a good alternative to backpack harnesses, at least for the
raptor species investigated in this study. In addition to the positive effect on the birds’ flight
performance, suggested by our results, the design of leg-loops has other clear advantages.
Leg-loops leave wings, flight muscles and major fat deposits untouched (Naef-Daenzer,
2007; Thaxter et al., 2014) and they reduce the risk of entanglement as, in case of damage,
they fall off. Leg-loop harnesses are also faster to fit on birds, reducing handling time
(especially important when handling wild species), and potentially their stress level. Finally,
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leg-loops require less material, hence reducing the overall weight of the harness.
Our results suggested no apparent detrimental effect of leg-loop harnesses, but the data
used in this study are based on a limited period of data collection and captive individuals. We
therefore did not investigate other important parameters such as change in the individual’s
behaviour before and after equipping the animals with harnesses, nor potential long-term
effects on the individuals’ reproductive success and survival. These potential effects have
to be investigated independently, as they cannot be excluded based on results related
to flight parameters only. The experience gained with long-term studies using a specific
harness type is also useful to evaluate technical improvement. One study, using leg-loops
on seabirds, reported that due to the tag position on the animal’s back, the solar panel was
covered by feathers and could not charge the device’s battery (Thaxter et al., 2014). In
our study we used devices without solar panels, and we could therefore not investigate
such technical problems. However, we are aware of long-term tracking studies on griffon
vultures using solar-powered tags fitted as leg-loops (Fluhr et al., 2021; Monsarrat et al.,
2013; Phipps et al., 2019), as well as a few other ongoing studies with large soaring raptors
wearing leg-loop mounted GPS devices. We thus think that technical problems related
to energy harvesting can be species-specific and in many cases overcome, maybe even
reduced through the mere use of leg-loops, at least within the limits posed by the local
atmospheric conditions (e.g. hours of sun) and the species-specific behaviour (e.g. time
spent flying) and plumage.
Investigating the effect of harness type on fine-scale flight parameters is also relevant in the
context of data standardization and comparability (Curk, T., Scacco, M. et al., 2021). The
measures of flight performance investigated in our study are commonly used parameters
in movement ecology studies focusing on comparing flight behaviour and performance
across species, populations or environmental contexts. The data used in such studies
are often collected by different research groups using different devices with possibly
different attachment methods. It is therefore of primary importance to investigate how the
methodology used to measure these information affects the collected data. Not only to
the benefit of the animals’ welfare, but also to avoid systematic bias in our results, which
would invalidate data comparability and lead to misinterpreting the behaviour we are trying
to measure (Barron et al., 2010; Curk, T., Scacco, M. et al., 2021).
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Conclusions
Bio-logging devices are indispensable in movement ecology research, but comparative
studies investigating the effect of different device attachments are rare. The available
harness types differ in terms of the body parts they restrict, in how easily they can move or
fall off and in the resulting position of the device on the animal body, which can in turn affect
the device’s drag. The results of our study showed that in large terrestrial species, leg-loop
harnesses can be advantageous not only in terms of their design but also because of the
reduced drag imposed to the birds, which results in better fine-scale flight performance,
and are therefore a good alternative to the commonly used backpack harnesses.
The awareness and quantification of the bias caused by different attachment types will not
only benefit our study species, but also allow our research community to make best use
of existing data and gain better and more complete insights into the movement ecology
field, by using larger sets of data and taking advantage of the comparative aspect that
meta-analyses can provide.
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Methods
Data collection
The work was conducted in Rocamadour, France at the Le Rocher des Aigles falconry centre
(44.801962◦ N, 1.612855◦ E). This study site overhangs a 120 m-deep canyon, providing
natural soaring conditions for raptors. Each animal, trained with falconry techniques for the
public shows, was released from their perch and flew freely three times a day (at 10:00,
12:00 and 14:00, local time). After their release, the birds usually took-off immediately and
had the possibility to fly for about 1 hour (with an average flight duration of 41 minutes) to a
maximum distance of 12.8 Km from the releasing point (764.9 m ± 29.4 [mean ± st.err.]).
Between the 28th of June and the 1st of July 2018, we collected GPS and ACC data on 10
individuals from five raptors species: Eurasian griffon vulture (n=4), Rüppell’s vulture (n=1),
Himalayan griffon vulture (n=2), tawny eagle (n=2) and black kite (n=1). During each flight,
we recorded the time of departure and return of each individual to later isolate only GPS
and ACC data collected during the flight sessions.

Devices and harness types
The devices (70 g weight) were fastened with Velcro on a small aluminium plate and
attached to the birds’ body using a Teflon-nylon harness. The total weight of transmitter,
aluminium plate and harness was 90 g. The harness was fitted to the birds either as a
leg-loop or as a backpack. Backpack harnesses were looped around the bird’s wings
with the two loops crossing on the sternum, and the device positioned on the animal’s
back between the scapulas (thoracic X-strap harness, described by Bildstein, Botha and
Lambertucci (Anderson et al., 2020)). Leg-loop harnesses were looped around the bird’s
thighs and the device positioned on the animal’s lower back, on the pelvis above the tail
(Anderson et al., 2020).
We used GPS-ACC devices (Technosmart, IT) of different generations. Some devices had
GPS and accelerometer sensors separated into two units: Gipsy 1 (n=8) and Gipsy 5 (n=1)
recorded GPS locations at 4 Hz, and were associated with either AXY 1 (n=4) or AGM (n=3)
sensors, which collected ACC data at 25 Hz. Finally Axytreck devices (n=3) collected both
1 Hz GPS and 25 Hz ACC. All devices recorded GPS and ACC information continuously. At
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the beginning of each day, all tags were positioned on a wooden slat to be switched on and
calibrated simultaneously.

Control group
We used as control group data collected from one Eurasian griffon vulture during one day.
During that day and two flight sessions, this control individual was equipped simultaneously
with both backpack and leg-loop. Both devices measured the same behaviour at the exact
same time, and the GPS and ACC devices deployed were of the same generation (Gipsy 1
and AXY 1). Therefore, we expect that potential differences between the flight parameters
measured using the two harness types should be purely methodological and associated to
the position of the device on the animal’s body. This allowed us to assess if, for the same
given behaviour, the position of the device on the animal’s back could affect the information
we collect.

Treatment group
We randomized the combination of device and harness type associated to each individual,
to disentangle potential effects associated to the device type, the harness type and the
individual behaviour. Each individual bird could thus experience both types of attachment
and different devices. Thus, each flight session of the day was considered as a separate
unit and during each flight session, individuals were equipped with either a leg-loop or a
backpack harness.

Data processing and behavioural segmentation
The original dataset included 10 individuals from five species and a total of 96 flight sessions
(40 with backpacks and 56 with leg-loops). Within each flight session, ACC and GPS data
were recorded continuously. ACC data were collected at 25 Hz; GPS data at 1 and 4 Hz
depending on the device generation, but they were all sub-sampled to 1 Hz (one GPS fix
per second).
We used ACC data to identify active flight. We first calculated the static component of
acceleration by taking running means (smoothed values) of the raw acceleration values
of each of the three axis over a period of 0.5 seconds, corresponding to two complete
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flapping cycles (we observed an average of four flapping cycles per second) (Shepard
et al., 2008). We then obtained the dynamic component of acceleration by subtracting the
smoothed values from the raw values. We finally used the dynamic acceleration of the
three axes to derive the VeDBA (Williams et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2020). We averaged
the VeDBA values per second and applied a K-means clustering algorithm with k=2 to
distinguish between active and passive flight. Average VeDBA values and activity classes
were then associated to the GPS location matching in time.
To segment the GPS data, we applied a running mean of 15 s on the vertical speed; we
then applied K-means clustering with k=2 on the smoothed vertical speed to distinguish
soaring from gliding behaviour. Vertical speed, horizontal speed and step length between
consecutive GPS fixes were calculated for each flight session separately using the R
package move (Kranstauber et al., 2020).
The results of the two K-means clusterings, the one based on the smoothed VeDBA and
the one based on the smoothed vertical speed, were finally combined in one variable with
four classes: passive soaring, passive gliding, active soaring and active gliding. The results
of the segmentation procedure were inspected visually by plotting the raw ACC values of
the three axes and the GPS trajectories in three dimensions.

Datasets
We analysed the effect of harness type on the flight parameters measured at two different
levels.
We first focused on the level of the behavioural segment: consecutive GPS fixes belonging
to the same behavioural class were assigned to the same segment ID, and their flight
parameters averaged across the segment. Therefore, each entry of the dataset used
in the analysis corresponded to one behavioural segment with the following associated
parameters: mean vertical speed, mean horizontal speed, glide ratio (ratio between the
distance covered in the horizontal plane and the distance dropped in height during each
gliding segment), maximum height above sea level (a.s.l.) and mean VeDBA. The segments
were highly variable in terms of their duration (number of consecutive fixes). To improve
comparability of the flight parameters across segments of different duration we excluded
segments longer than 733 fixes (> 0.01% percentile). This dataset included both the control
(1 individual) and the treatment groups.
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We then worked at the level of the flight session. Each observation of this dataset
corresponded to one flight session, whose performance was summarised in terms of: total
flight duration, total distance covered during the flight, proportion of soaring flight along the
track, proportion of active flight and cumulative VeDBA. The control individual was excluded
from this dataset, as it was only tracked for two flight sessions.

Analysis of the behavioural segments
The average horizontal speed associated to the segments included in the analysis had a
bi-modal distribution, with medians at 0.35 ms-1 and 11.40 ms-1 , and a clear natural divide
at 4 ms-1 . We thus used a 4 ms-1 threshold to separate low from high speed segments
[max. speed in low speed segments: 3.28 ms-1 ; min. speed in high speed segments: 4.59
ms-1 ]. The segments associated to very low speeds occurred during flight and could not be
associated to a specific behaviour. For the following analysis we therefore considered only
high speed segments (with average horizontal speed > 4 ms-1 ).
Control and treatment groups were analysed separately.
For the control individual, we used two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests to assess if the
differences in mean vertical speed, mean horizontal speed, glide ratio, maximum height
a.s.l. and mean VeDBA measured using the two harness types was significantly different
from 0.
For the treatment group, we used linear mixed-effects models (LMM) (R package lme4)
(Bates et al., 2015) to test the effect of harness type on the flight performance parameters
measured at the level of the flight segments. Mean vertical speed, mean horizontal speed,
glide ratio, maximum height a.s.l. and mean VeDBA were used as response variables. As
vertical speed, horizontal speed and height a.s.l. are known to differ between the soaring
and gliding phases, we tested each of these three flight parameters separately, once during
soaring and once during gliding. In contrast, as both soaring and gliding phases are
expected to result in a similarly low activity level of VeDBA, we ran only one model for all
passive flight segments testing for differences in VeDBA in attachment types. Glide ratio
was only analysed for gliding segments. We found unrealistically high glide ratios (between
100 and 914)) to be associated with very low sinking rate (mean vertical speed > -0.16
ms-1 , more similar to horizontal flight than gliding); we therefore included in the glide ratio
model only gliding segments with vertical speed < -0.2 ms-1 .
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In all models, harness type and species were included as interacting categorical predictors,
to account for potential differences in the way the different species were affected by the two
harness types. Using ANOVA, we assessed the statistical significance of the interaction
term and of the harness type, by comparing the full model with null models not including
these terms. Hour of the day (with 0 centered at 12:00 UTC) was also included as predictor
in all models to acknowledge changes in flight parameters at different times of the day.
Finally, we included the segment length (number of fixes in the segment) to account for
the variability in the duration of the behavioural segments. Date of the flight session and
individual identity were included as random terms in all models.
The height a.s.l. and VeDBA models were run on a subset of the dataset, including one
every second observation to reduce temporal auto-correlation. The variable horizontal
speed during soaring was square-root transformed while the variables height a.s.l. and
VeDBA were log transformed and all models were fitted with a Gaussian error distribution.

Analysis of the flight sessions
We used non-parametric Wilcoxon tests on the treatment individuals to compare the
measured flight parameters between harness types. Specifically, for each species α and
for each flight parameter P , we computed the absolute difference between all combinations
of observations of backpack (BP ) and leg-loop (LL). This difference was defined as:
∆P α = |Piα,BP − Pjα,LL |,
where i and j represent the ith and j th observation (flight session) associated to each
harness type. To avoid replicates, we ensured that the number of observations was equal
between the two groups: when the number of observations was higher for one of the two
harness types, we randomly sub-sampled the number of observations associated to the
second harness type.
We then tested whether the distribution of absolute differences between the groups (∆P α )
was higher (one-sided Wilcoxon test) than the mean of absolute differences within groups
(baseline). The baseline B was defined as:
B = X̄(|Piα,H − Pjα,H |),
where H represents the respective harness type and α the species, as the baseline was
calculated within species and within harness type.
Data processing and analysis were performed in R (R Core Team, 2020).
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Abstract
Soaring flight is a remarkable adaptation to reduce movement costs by taking advantage
of atmospheric uplifts. The movement pattern of soaring birds is shaped by the spatial
and temporal availability and intensity of uplifts, which result from an interaction of local
weather conditions with the underlying landscape structure. We used soaring flight locations
and vertical speeds of an obligate soaring species, the white stork (Ciconia ciconia), as
proxies for uplift availability and intensity. We then tested if static landscape features such
as topography and land cover, instead of the commonly used weather information, could
predict and map the occurrence and intensity of uplifts across Europe. We found that
storks encountering fewer uplifts along their routes, as determined by static landscape
features, suffered higher energy expenditures, approximated by their overall body dynamic
acceleration. This result validates the use of static features as uplift predictors and suggests
the existence of a direct link between energy expenditure and static landscape structure,
thus far largely unquantified for flying animals. Our uplift availability map represents a
computationally efficient proxy of the distribution of movement costs for soaring birds across
the world’s landscapes. It thus provides a base to explore the effects of changes in the
landscape structure on the energy expenditure of soaring birds, identify low-cost movement
corridors, and ultimately inform the planning of anthropogenic developments.

Introduction
All animals interact with the surrounding environment, but for some of them the role of this
environment becomes particularly relevant in constraining or supporting their movement.
This especially applies to aerial or aquatic animals, whose movements actively modify
and are, in turn, modified by the surrounding fluid (Dickinson et al., 2000; Kokshaysky,
1979; Shepard et al., 2013). Air does not provide constant support against gravity and its
properties vary at different temporal and spatial scales depending on turbulence. To save
energy, flying animals therefore adjust timing, routes and flight modes to this turbulence
(Bowlin and Wikelski, 2008), maximizing the advantage of horizontal and vertical air currents
(Shepard, Ross and Portugal, 2016).
Soaring birds represent an extreme example of this adaptation. These large and heavy
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birds are particularly constrained in the use of active flapping flight, as the energetic cost of
flight proportionally increases with size and weight (Pennycuick, 1972). They therefore use
passive soaring-gliding flight, which is subsidized by the vertical air currents (uplifts) and
may require as little energy as resting (Baudinette and Schmidt-Nielsen, 1974; Duriez et al.,
2014). Body mass, wing loading, and wing aspect ratio ultimately determine the cost of
flapping flight, and with it a species’ degree of dependence on uplifts (Agostini et al., 2015;
Hedenstrom, 1993; Nourani and Yamaguchi, 2017; Pennycuick, 1972). This dependence
becomes extreme in obligate soaring birds, which due to their large size can only fly in good
uplift conditions, minimising the use of flapping flight (Kerlinger, 1989; Spaar, 1997).
Uplifts originate from thermal convection (thermals) and/or mechanical sources (orographic
uplift) (Kerlinger, 1989; Péron et al., 2017). Thermals originate from uneven heating of
the earth’s surface, with rapidly heated areas producing a gradient of temperature which
promotes the formation of rising columns of warm air. Orographic uplifts, in contrast, result
from the deflection of horizontal wind through topographic features, such as hills or ridges
(Kerlinger, 1989). Thus, the occurrence of both thermal and orographic uplifts depends
on a combination of local weather conditions (gradient of air temperature, wind speed and
direction) and landscape features (land cover, slope inclination and aspect, roughness
of the surface). The interaction of local weather conditions and landscape features thus
characterizes a complex and turbulent atmospheric layer, where the spatial and temporal
availability of uplifts constrains and shapes the movement patterns of soaring birds, from
local scale to migratory routes (Panuccio et al., 2012; Shepard et al., 2013; Vansteelant
et al., 2017; Watanabe, 2016).
Over the past decade, different models have been developed to investigate the relationship
between soaring behaviour and aerial environment (Bohrer et al., 2012; Duriez et al., 2014;
Katzner et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2017; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2016). In many of these
studies, the availability of uplifts was indirectly inferred using several weather parameters
(Mandel et al., 2008; Murgatroyd et al., 2018; Sapir et al., 2011; Shamoun-Baranes et al.,
2003), but in recent years, these parameters have been replaced by thermal and orographic
uplift potentials, as more direct estimators to quantify the probability of soaring (Bohrer
et al., 2012; Dennhardt et al., 2015; Dodge et al., 2014; Hernández-Pliego et al., 2015;
Oloo et al., 2018; Péron et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2017; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2016).
However, some studies highlighted the inaptitude of these newly introduced variables as
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uplift estimators, because of the large amount of unexplained variance remaining when
predicting soaring behaviour (Bohrer et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2017). In fact, thermal and
orographic uplift potentials are calculated based on different weather parameters (Bohrer
et al., 2012; Péron et al., 2017), but since the uplift events are characterized by turbulences
at fine spatio-temporal scale (Bohrer et al., 2012; Kerlinger, 1989) it is challenging to predict
their occurrences due to the limited spatio-temporal resolution of the available weather
products.
In contrast to weather products, publicly available satellite data provide valuable static
landscape information (such as land cover and elevation) at higher spatial resolution, which
could be used to predict the occurrence of uplifts. Soaring birds need to locate uplifts
in order to move across the landscape. Consequently, landscape features that influence
uplift generation, might serve as visual cues to these birds, as they do for hang glider or
paraglider pilots. By determining landscape features that birds use to locate uplifts, we may
be able to predict those uplifts that are detectable and exploited by the birds.
Static landscape features alone could therefore potentially suffice in modelling the occurrence of uplifts, providing an answer to “where”, albeit not “when”, uplifts are likely to occur.
Although the literature on the topic is scarce, some studies hinted at the role of static
features in affecting the flight behaviour of different soaring species (Dodge et al., 2014;
Ferrer et al., 2012; Hoover and Morrison, n.d.; Katzner et al., 2012; Murgatroyd et al., 2018;
Poessel et al., 2018).
Here, we investigate to what extent static landscape features can represent the potential
for generating uplifts. We explore this in an obligate soaring bird species, the white stork
Ciconia ciconia, across entire Europe. We used first the locations of soaring and flapping
behaviours of storks as an indication of the presence or absence of uplifts, and second
their vertical speed as a proxy of uplift intensity. We then used only static features of the
landscape to model and predict the spatial distribution of uplifts and their intensity across
Europe. We also evaluated the effectiveness of these two static models by comparing their
performances with the performances of two dynamic models, which included atmospheric
uplift estimators used in previous studies. Finally, we explored the cost of flight (in terms
of overall dynamic body acceleration) over the considered area, only based on the static
landscape features. Under the assumption that soaring/flapping behaviour and vertical
speed of the birds can be used as sensors of availability and intensity of uplifts, we predicted
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that: (1) static features of the landscape (such as topography and land cover) can be used
to predict the spatial availability of uplifts and to produce a static uplift suitability map at
European scale; (2) areas detected as suitable for uplifts during the first step, can be further
characterized in terms of uplift intensity likely to be produced in those areas; (3) the resulting
static uplift suitability map corresponds to the spatial distribution of the energetic costs of
storks flying above this landscape, and thus portrays their static energy landscape.

Methods
Data set
The GPS and tri-axial accelerometry data used in the study were collected by the Max Planck
Institute for Ornithology (see Weinzierl et al. (2016) and Flack et al. (2018)) and are deposited
in the Movebank Data Repository (http://dx.doi.org/10.5441/001/1.bj96m274 (Flack
et al., 2017)). The animals were equipped as fledglings with high-resolution, solar GSMGPS-ACC loggers (e-obs GmbH, Munich, Germany). The dataset includes 61 juvenile
white storks (Ciconia ciconia) during their first migration (Fig. 2.1A). Because storks are
diurnal, loggers provided one GPS location every 5 min between 2:00 and 20:00 GMT. If
instantaneous ground speed was > 2 m/s, bursts of high-resolution GPS locations (1 Hz)
were recorded every 15 min for 120 or 300 s. In addition to the GPS locations, tri-axial
accelerometry (ACC) was recorded every 10 min for a duration of 3.8 s at a sampling rate
of 10.54 Hz (40 data points per axis). High-resolution GPS recordings were collected from
August to September 2014.

Segmentation of the flight behaviour
Soaring flight (from GPS). We selected high-resolution GPS bursts with a duration of
at least 120 s. For each location in the burst, we calculated vertical speed and turning
angle. We applied our behavioural segmentation on track segments of 15 s (average
duration of one complete soaring circle (Weinzierl et al., 2016)). We calculated the average
vertical speed and the absolute cumulative turning angle in these segments, and we used
the Expectation Maximization Binary Clustering (EmbC) algorithm to discern the flight
behaviours, introducing these two metrics as delimiters.
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Figure 2.1. Spatial coverage of the white storks’ migration routes, relative to the extent
of the environmental layers included in the model. Black lines correspond to individual
stork GPS trajectories (A). Static uplift prediction maps produced using the uplift suitability
model (B) and the uplift intensity model (C), projected outside the geographic range of the
training set. In (B) the colour-scale corresponds to uplift suitability, as predicted by the
uplift suitability model; grey indicates suitable and black unsuitable cells. White represents
unclassified cells (containing missing values among the predictors). In (C), cells predicted
as suitable are further characterized by the predicted uplift intensity values. Colour-scale
corresponds to vertical speed ranging from red (high) to light yellow (low). As in (B), in (C)
black represents cells that are unsuitable for uplift and white indicates unclassified cells.
Latitude values outside the range of the training set were excluded from the intensity model.
The two prediction maps are available at https://dx.doi.org/10.17617/3.1u.
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The algorithm, implemented in the R package EmbC (Garriga et al., 2016), efficiently
detected changes in the flight behaviour, distinguishing a high turning angle (circular soaring)
from two low turning angle clusters (linear flight). Based on the average vertical speed we
further differentiated the linear flight segments into gliding (linear descending flights) and
linear soaring (linear ascending flights). Each 15 s segment along the animal trajectory was
individually assigned to one of the behavioural classes based on its specific parameters. We
applied a smoother to avoid abrupt and unnatural behavioural changes from one segment
to the next along the same trajectory. Our smoother worked as a moving window: each
segment assigned to a different behaviour relative to its closest neighbours was reclassified
to match the modal value of two segments before and after the considered segment.
Given the high resolution of the GPS data, we could visually inspect and confirm the results
of the segmentation using three-dimensional plots (Fig. 2.2). We then investigated the
different classified behaviours in terms of their flight parameters, such as ground speed or
vertical speed (Appendix A1, Fig. A1.1).
In the subsequent steps we wanted to contrast the use of active versus passive flight,
focusing on the dichotomy soaring/flapping. We therefore did not differentiate between
circular and linear soaring (both classified as soaring), and we excluded gliding segments,
as they are not considered as an alternative to soaring (like flapping) but rather as its
consequence (Kerlinger, 1989). In these analyses, we considered for each individual
only soaring segments with a duration longer than 30 s, and treated consecutive soaring
segments as different units only when separated by at least 60 s. The location of each
soaring segment was defined by its centroid (mean longitude and latitude).
Flapping flight (from tri-axial accelerometry). We interpolated the spatial location of
each ACC burst based on the closest GPS locations using the R package move (Kranstauber
et al., 2020). We associated each ACC burst with the height above ground corresponding to
the GPS location closest in time (less than 30 s difference). The height above ground was
calculated by subtracting the ground elevation value from the height above the ellipsoid.
We used ACC values to identify bursts of active flight behaviour (flapping flight). Specifically,
we used Overall Dynamic Body Acceleration (ODBA), already shown to be a good proxy for
energy expenditure in soaring birds (Duriez et al., 2014; Nathan et al., 2012). We quantified
ODBA and DBA (Dynamic Body Acceleration) on the z-axis following Wilson et al. (2006)
and calculated mean, sum, and standard deviation, of these two variables per burst. We
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then used k-means clustering to categorize the bursts into three main behavioural classes
based on the amount of activity recorded: least active, intermediate active, and most active
(Appendix A1, Fig. A1.2). Within the bursts of highest activity, we wanted to isolate only the
flapping behaviour marking the absence of uplifts (and to exclude, for instance, the flapping
associated with taking off); we thus applied a height threshold of 100 m above ground to
select our flapping locations, assuming that above this height the birds were using flapping
flight only in response to the absence of uplifts.

Figure 2.2. Example of behavioural segmentation based on the GPS data of one stork. The
figure shows the classified 3D trajectory after smoothing; the red segment was identified as
soaring flight, grey corresponds to gliding flight. Data for plotting the surface are provided
by the EU-DEM. The black line and the red point on the ground represent the 2D projection
of the trajectory and the centroid of the soaring segment, respectively.

The two flight behaviours were classified based on data collected with different instruments running on different sampling schedules (GPS for soaring and ACC for flapping).
Therefore, the amount of soaring to flapping locations is not directly related to the amount
of time storks spent on each flight behaviour. We thus compared the amount of time spent
soaring relative to the total duration of the classified GPS segments, and the amount of
time spent flapping relative to the total duration of the classified ACC bursts.
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Environmental variables and modelling frameworks
Static predictors. We characterized the static components of the landscape in terms
of: elevation (digital elevation model, EU-DEM 2013), terrain unevenness (calculated as
both Topographic Position Index and roughness), unevenness in the slope (steepness
of a terrain feature), aspect (compass direction faced by a slope), aspect unevenness,
land cover (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, NDVI, obtained for 2014), land use
(CORINE Land Cover - CLC 2012) and presence of anthropogenic infrastructures (Global
Urban Footprint, 2011). All raster layers are publicly available (Appendix A2, Table A2.1).
The lowest spatial resolution was 100 m (from the CLC 2012 layer), thus we averaged
cell values of higher resolution layers to match a 100 m grid. The spatial extent of the
raster layers covered the South-West European countries that enclose the distribution of
the storks’ dataset.
All the environmental layers listed above were included as predictors in our statistical models
after verifying the absence of multicollinearity.
Dynamic predictors. We chose to include thermal and orographic uplift potentials in
our analysis as atmospheric uplift estimators (Dennhardt et al., 2015; Hernández-Pliego
et al., 2015; Péron et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2017; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2016). The
calculation of the thermal uplift potential is based on weather data from the European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast Global Atmospheric Reanalysis (ECMWF)
following Bohrer et al. (2012). The calculation of the orographic uplift potential uses ECMWF
weather data and elevation from the ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model. Both thermal
and orographic uplift potential are available in Movebank with a spatial resolution of 0.75
degrees and a temporal resolution of 6 h. We associated them to our tracking data by using
the Env-DATA Track Annotation service (Dodge et al., 2013).

Modelling framework
We organised the environmental predictors in three groups, each defining a different
modelling framework:
1. Static model: including exclusively static environmental predictors;
2. Dynamic model: including exclusively thermal and the orographic uplift potentials;
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3. Combined model: including both static and dynamic predictors.
We used these sets of predictors for both the uplift suitability and the uplift intensity models.

Uplift suitability model
We used a random forest algorithm to model the effect of the three sets of environmental
predictors on the occurrence of soaring (presence of uplifts) and flapping flight (absence of
uplifts), using these contrasting behaviours as binary response variable. The algorithm is
implemented in the R package randomForest (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). We manipulated
the ratio between presences and absences (prevalence) and tested its effect on the
model performance (see Appendix A3). In our analysis, we included all the available
data with their original (unmanipulated) prevalence values. Using regression trees, we
trained each of the three models (static, dynamic and combined) with 90 % of the data set,
and tested them with the remaining randomly selected 10 %. The data partitioning was
repeated so that each of the three models was run ten times. To evaluate and compare
the predictive performance of the three models, we considered the following accuracy
measures: (i) area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC);
(ii) sensitivity, proportion of soaring locations correctly classified; (iii) specificity, proportion
of flapping locations correctly classified (Franklin, 2009); (iv) true skill statistics (TSS: 1max(sensitivity+specificity)) (Allouche et al., 2006). The contribution of each environmental
variable to the final prediction was evaluated using the decrease in accuracy (increase in
mean standard error) and the increase in node purity (decrease in residual sum of squares).
Next, we produced a large scale uplift suitability map based on the static uplift suitability
model. Random forest, like other machine learning algorithms, is quite unreliable when
extrapolating outside the range of the predictors’ values provided for training. We thus
omitted (set to null) all raster cells containing environmental values outside that range, and
then used each of ten runs of the static uplift suitability model to predict the uplift suitability
over the area of these manipulated raster layers. The final raster prediction was derived
from the pixel average of the ten predicted layers and classified into a binary map using the
threshold that maximized the TSS value (Franklin, 2009).
The only temporally related environmental variable in our model was NDVI from the year
2014; this allowed us to produce an uplift suitability map for 2014.
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Uplift intensity model
We explored the relationship between the three sets of predictors (static, dynamic and
combined) and uplift intensity, additionally including latitude among the static predictors.
We used the birds’ vertical speed as a proxy of uplift intensity (vertical rate of air within a
thermal), assuming a higher vertical speed to indicate stronger uplift conditions.
As in the previous analysis, we considered only high-resolution GPS bursts. The vertical
speed in this dataset included both negative (gliding) and positive values (soaring). We
examined only the positive values (vertical speed > 0), since we wanted to predict uplift
intensity in areas already classified as suitable by the uplift suitability model. We associated
the positive vertical speed values of all individuals with their location and averaged them
in a 100 x 100 m grid to match the spatial resolution of the environmental raster layers.
After averaging, each cell contained a value representing the average vertical speed of
all individuals during the complete temporal range in that cell. We then removed average
vertical speed values exceeding the 99.97 percentile, obtaining 76’383 observations.
We used generalized additive models (GAMs) to model uplift intensity (average vertical
speed) as a function of the three sets of environmental predictors to accommodate nonlinear relationships between predictors and response variable. We square-root transformed
vertical speed to meet the assumptions of a Gaussian distribution of the residuals. Among
the predictors, aspect was included as cyclic cubic regression spline smooth term; NDVI,
elevation (DEM), roughness and latitude were included as thin plate regression spline
smooth terms, given their non-linear relationship with the response variable. We rasterized
the values of thermal and orographic uplift potentials included in the dynamic and combined
models to match the 100 x 100 m grid of the response variable, and included them in the
models as parametric coefficients.
We used the static uplift intensity model to produce a map of uplift intensity, and enrich the
binary information provided by the uplift suitability model in areas that were predicted as
suitable. Raster cells containing environmental values outside the range included in the
dataset were omitted; since latitude was included as predictor, the latitudinal range of the
uplift intensity map was restricted to the latitudinal range of the dataset.
The models were run in R using the package mgcv (Wood, 2003). We compared the performances of the models based on the variance explained and the AIC (Aikake Information
Criterion). The relative importance of the different predictors was evaluated comparing the
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AIC of models containing different combinations of these predictors, computed separately
for parametric coefficients and the smooth terms.

Static energy landscape
We quantified the relationship between the availability of uplifts along the storks’ migratory
routes and the energy spent travelling along these routes. We could thus test if the static
uplift suitability map produced in the previous step could convey information regarding
the energetic cost of travelling across the landscape. We calculated the daily energy
expenditure considering only ACC data collected when the animals were flying (height
above ground > 100 m), with GPS location and ACC burst matching in time. We then
calculated the mean ODBA per day along the path of each individual. The uplift suitability
map was used to extract the predicted probability of uplift at the locations of the ACC bursts.
We then averaged these probability values to obtain the mean daily uplift suitability, for
each individual, along its migratory path (only average values computed from at least 5
observations were included in the model). We fitted a linear mixed effect regression model
to the mean daily energy expenditure (ODBA) as a function of predicted mean daily uplift
suitability. The model, tested the relationship between daily uplift suitability predictions
and daily ODBA based on 823 observations of 59 individuals, accounting for individual
differences which were included as random effects in the model. ODBA was square-root
transformed.
The importance of the predictor in explaining the daily energy expenditure was assessed
comparing the AIC (Aikake Information Criterion) of the model with the respective null
model. For the analysis we used the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2014).
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Results
Segmentation of the flight behaviour
We identified the location of soaring and flapping flights as proxies to detect the presence
and absence of uplifts. Based on the GPS data of all individuals, we classified over 748
h of flight, of which the storks spent 297.6 h with circular and 83.5 h with linear soaring.
The proportion of time spent soaring corresponded to 0.51 of their flight time (381.1 h)
(Appendix A1, Fig. A1.3A); this proportion was similar between the 59 individuals (0.52 ±
0.07 (mean proportion ± sd per individual)). From the ACC data, we classified 24.3 h of
flight, of which 1.3 h spent flapping (Appendix A1, Fig. A1.3B). Among all individuals, the
proportion of time spent flapping corresponded to 0.05 (0.07 ± 0.05 per individual)).
The final dataset consisted of a total of 16’840 observations of presences and absences
of uplift (15’608 soaring events marking presences and 1’232 flapping events marking
absences).

Uplift suitability model
We used multiple environmental predictors to model and predict the spatial distribution
of uplifts (presence and absence data). We organized the predictors in three different
modelling frameworks (static, dynamic and combined, see Methods) that we then compared
in terms of predictive accuracy.
We averaged the accuracy measures of the three uplift suitability models across ten
cross-validations. The combined model (static and dynamic features) best predicted the
independent test set (AUC of 0.86 ± 0.02 (mean ± sd)), followed by the static (AUC of 0.85
± 0.02) and the dynamic (AUC of 0.70 ± 0.02) models (Fig. 2.3). The overall accuracy
was high in all models, but both models including static variables (the static and combined
models) outperformed the model based only on dynamic predictors.
We then compared the ability of the models to discriminate presences and absences. The
three models returned a similarly high proportion of correctly classified soaring locations
(sensitivity). They differed, however, in terms of number of correctly classified flapping
locations (specificity). Again, the combined and the static model outperformed the dynamic
model. To define the value of sensitivity and specificity, we used a threshold that maximized
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the TSS value, corresponding to 0.9 in all models. At this threshold, the static model showed
a sensitivity of 0.83 ± 0.01 and a specificity of 0.69 ± 0.05. The complete output of the
three models can be found in Appendix A3, Table A3.1.

Figure 2.3. ROC curves of the three uplift suitability models: static (A), dynamic (B) and
combined (C). The area under the curve (AUC) represents the accuracy of the model. The
accuracy was measured on both the training set (grey solid line) and the test set (red line).
The dashed line represents a model whose accuracy is comparable to random (AUC = 0.5).
Sensitivity and commission rate values were averaged across the ten runs of each models
(solid dots), and the error bars show their standard deviations.

In the static model, DEM, roughness (topographic heterogeneity), and NDVI contributed
most to the model prediction. In the dynamic model, including only the two atmospheric
uplift estimators, the thermal uplift potential contributed to the prediction more than the
orographic potential; in the combined model, elevation, roughness, and thermal uplift
potential contributed most to the model (for more details see Appendix A3).
Using the static uplift suitability model we produced a map of uplift suitability covering the
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extent of the environmental layers (Fig. 2.1B). We classified an area of about 193 mil Km2 ,
of which over 81 mil Km2 were predicted as suitable for uplifts (42 % of the total area).

Uplift intensity model
We then used the uplift intensity to characterize those areas identified as suitable for uplifts
by the static suitability model. We used the vertical speed of the birds while soaring as a
proxy for uplift intensity, and we explored the relationship between uplift intensity and the
three groups of environmental predictors (static, dynamic and combined).
All three models explained very little of the total variance in vertical speed. However,
here too, the combination of static and dynamic variables provided the best predictive
performance (Adj.R2 = 0.03 and AIC = 46575.00 for the static model; Adj.R2 = 0.03 and AIC
= 49636.88 for the dynamic model; Adj.R2 = 0.08 and AIC = 42003.95 for the combined
model). Although in GAMs Adj.R2 values cannot be directly compared due to the changing
degrees of freedoms caused by the use of smooth terms (Wood, 2017), the difference in
the AIC value among the three models supports the best performances of the combined
model. Among the parametric predictors, the categories "water bodies", "dumps", "urban
areas", and "wetlands" negatively affected uplift intensity ("bare soil" served as a reference),
whereas thermal and orographic uplift potentials (included in the dynamic and combined
models) positively affected uplift intensity (Appendix A4, Table A4.1). Aspect, NDVI, DEM,
roughness and latitude were included in the models as smooth terms, given their non-linear
relationship with the response variable. Based on AIC, all these predictors contributed to
explain uplift intensity. Specifically, uplift intensity was positively affected by lower latitude
values, higher elevations (DEM > 2000 m), NDVI corresponding to bare soils or sparsely
vegetated areas (between 0 and 0.4) and slope orientation towards SW-W (aspect between
200 and 300 deg) (Appendix A4, Table A4.1, Fig. A4.1).
Using the static intensity model we could further characterize our uplift suitability map by
predicting uplift intensity in cells already predicted to be suitable for uplifts (based on the
static suitability model) (Fig. 2.1C).
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Static energy landscape
Finally, we quantified the relationship between the availability of uplifts along the storks’
migratory routes and the energy spent travelling along these routes, to test if the static maps
produced in the previous steps could convey information regarding the energetic cost of
travelling across the landscape. As all uplift intensity models performed poorly in predicting
the intensity of uplifts, only the uplift suitability model was included in this step. We used
a linear mixed effect regression model to evaluate the role of the static uplift suitability
model in conveying information about the energy expenditure of the birds (measured as
daily ODBA). A negative correlation between the daily uplift suitability and the daily ODBA
indicated that the birds spent more energy when flying over areas less suitable for uplifts
(-0.67 ± 0.07 (Estimate ± Std.Err)) (Fig. 2.4). The AIC of the models was lower compared
to the respective null model (∆AIC uplift suitability model = -54.67) (Appendix A5).

Figure 2.4. Mean daily ODBA along the storks’ routes as a function of the mean daily uplift
suitability along those routes, as predicted by the static uplift suitability model. Coloured
lines represent the different individuals accounted for in the linear mixed model. Grey points
represent all observations included in the model.
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Discussion
Static features of the landscape proved to be highly effective in identifying areas suitable for
uplifts. However, neither static nor dynamic variables could predict the intensity of uplifts
occurring in those areas. The uplift suitability predicted along the birds’ migratory route
using only static features, showed a clear negative relationship with the ODBA of individuals
flying over those areas, indicating that birds encountering fewer uplifts along their routes
experienced higher energy expenditures. This overall result validates the reliability of our
static uplift suitability model, and suggests the existence of a mechanistic relationship
between static landscape and energy expenditure of flying animals. We therefore propose
that the static uplift availability map produced with our model corresponds to the birds’ cost
of transport across the landscape and can thus be considered a representation of the static
energy landscape of these birds.
The possibility to describe the cost of transport in a dynamic aerial environment, only based
on static features of the landscape, supports the idea that the structure of the landscape
at different spatial scales could be considered as the ultimate cause for the uplifts to
occur. For instance, a specific topography could represent a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition of uplift occurrence, or, in other words, the potential of the landscape to produce
uplifts. In contrast, local weather conditions that interact with a specific landscape, could be
considered as the proximate cause for the occurrence of the uplift, which can define, given
a suitable landscape, the temporal scale at which the uplift will in fact exist.
In the case of the uplift intensity, even though models including static features performed
slightly better than those including only dynamic variables, the large amount of unexplained
variance in all models suggested that neither static nor dynamic environmental variables
were good predictors for uplift intensity. In our models we used the birds’ vertical speed as
a proxy for uplift intensity. But birds’ vertical speed is not only affected by uplift intensity.
Their relationship is modulated by the aerodynamic performance of the bird (including wing
morphology), and also by its social interactions and motivation. The ability to adjust the
vertical speed within a thermal requires experience (Harel et al., 2016; Rotics et al., 2016).
The storks included in our study were all juveniles during their first migration, but even
among individuals of the same age, individual differences in flight performances exist, also
in relation to the role of the individual within the group (leader or follower) (Flack et al.,
2018). The vertical speed of the birds might also be affected by their internal motivation to
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move (foraging versus migrating). During migration, birds are expected to maximize their
vertical speed and travelled distance, whereas while foraging they might adopt different
strategies, for instance attempting to maintain lower altitudes (Kerlinger, 1989), which
could explain the negative effect of land use categories such as dumps or pastures in
the uplift intensity models. All these aspects could have affected the observed vertical
speed of the birds and thus caused the inconsistent relationship between uplift intensity
and environmental variables in our models. The spatial and temporal scales at which the
uplifts phenomenon occurs might have also contributed to this inconsistency. Uplifts are a
turbulent and unpredictable phenomenon and they can occur at very small scale (Shepard,
Ross and Portugal, 2016) as in the extreme cases of lifts produced by lines of buildings or
flared methane vents (Mandel and Bildstein, 2007; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2016; Shepard,
Williamson and Windsor, 2016). The intensity of an uplift, more than the presence of an
uplift, is strongly influenced by wind speed, wind direction and temperature, and thus more
subject to the temporal and spatial variation of these dynamic variables.
The inadequacy of the spatio-temporal resolution of dynamic uplift estimators is not new
(Santos et al., 2017), and the coarse resolution of the atmospheric data could also explain
why all models including only dynamic variables performed worse than those including
static variables alone, in predicting both uplift availability and uplift intensity. Nevertheless,
the effect of some of the static variables included in our uplift intensity models hinted to
a dependence of the uplift intensity (as in the case of the uplift availability) on the static
landscape structure. This is the case, for instance, of the negative effect of water bodies,
and the positive contribution of higher elevations and NDVI values corresponding to barren
soils, on the uplift intensity. Also lower latitude values positively affected uplift intensity; this
result suggests a stronger thermal activity at lower latitudes, but could also indicate that
young storks improved their flight performance along the route.
The static landscape features used to produce our static uplift maps are definitely not
exhaustive to describe the complex fluid medium in which flying animals move, but they
could represent a sufficient and efficient proxy (in terms of computational simplification)
in areas and seasons where weather condition are rather stable. The prediction maps
produced by our static models are based on data from one species collected during one
migratory season, but the same models could be extended to multiple soaring species and
different seasons in order to generalize predictions. Such prediction maps could be used
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as base layers for further movement ecology analyses, and combining them with dynamic
variables could provide a more accurate description of the energy available at a specific
moment.
Static energy landscapes can also direct our attention to the vulnerability of flying animals
to changes happening at the ground level. Anthropogenic changes in the landscape,
such as deforestation, construction of wind farms and powerlines, but also roads, lines
of buildings and tree rows, irrigation, or mining, could all be affecting the atmospheric
environment, at a finer scale than the available weather products could possibly detect.
The tight dependence of soaring birds on uplift conditions makes them particularly sensitive
to changes in the landscape (Bohrer et al., 2012; Marques et al., 2014), in particular
to anthropogenic infrastructures (Barrios and Rodríguez, 2004; De Lucas et al., 2008;
Nourani and Yamaguchi, 2017). Our study suggests that these small changes in the
landscape could affect the energy expenditure of these animals, and potentially their cost of
transport over time. The static structure of the landscape and the energetic implications of
changes happening on the ground should therefore be taken into account when investigating
movement at larger scale, such as migratory flyways and population connectivity and when
evaluating the impact of anthropogenic infrastructure. Future studies should also focus on
the interplay between vertical speed, uplift intensity, and environment. By disentangling the
various factors affecting this relationship, we could not only predict, based on the animal
behaviour and the landscape, the quantity (availability) but also the quality (intensity) of the
uplifts, and we could provide a more accurate estimation of the energetic cost of movement
across the landscape.
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Abstract
1. Soaring birds use the energy available in the environment in the form of atmospheric
uplifts, to subsidize their flight. Their dependence on soaring opportunities makes
them extremely sensitive to anthropogenic wind energy development. Predictive
modelling is now considered instrumental to forecast the impact of wind farms on
single species of concern. However, as multiple species often coexist in the same
area, there is clear need to overcome the limitations of single species approaches.
2. We looked for converging patterns in the way two obligate soaring species use
the energy available in the landscape to soar, using movement data from 57 white
storks, Ciconia ciconia, and 27 griffon vultures, Gyps fulvus. We first compared the
soaring efficiency of the two species. We then tested the accuracy of topographic
features, important correlates of collision risk in soaring birds, in predicting their
soaring behaviour. We finally tested the transferability of soaring suitability models
across species.
3. Topography alone can predict and map the soaring opportunities available to storks
across Europe, but not as efficiently in vultures. Only 20.5% of the study area
was suitable to both species to soar, suggesting the existence of species-specific
requirements in the use of the landscape for soaring. Storks relied on uplift occurrence
while vultures on uplift quality, needing stronger uplifts to support their higher body
mass and wing loading.
4. Synthesis and applications: Our results indicate that the flight of highly specialized
soaring species is more dependent on atmospheric conditions than on static features,
and that more knowledge is required to accurately predict their behaviour. Despite the
superficially similar soaring behaviour, the two species have different environmental
requirements, suggesting that energy landscapes are species-specific. Our models
provide a base to explore the effects that changes in the landscape have on the
flight behaviour of different soaring species and suggest that there is no reliable and
responsible way to shortcut risk assessment in areas where multiple species might
be at risk by anthropogenic structures.
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Introduction
The exceptionally high energetic costs of flight selects for minimizing movement costs by
taking advantage of the energy provided by the landscape. To flying animals this energy
is available in the form of horizontal or vertical air currents (Shepard, Ross and Portugal,
2016). Soaring land birds are highly adapted to exploit vertical currents (uplifts) using
soaring-gliding flight to a degree that makes them entirely dependent on their availability.
By gliding from one uplift to the next, using them as natural lifts, soaring birds can cover
large distances with energetic costs shown to be as low as resting level (Duriez et al.,
2014). The negligible energetic cost required for soaring-gliding flight is however offset
by the disproportionally high cost of flapping flight (Pennycuick, 1972, 1973). In fact, the
large body mass of soaring birds, combined with proportionately short and broad wings,
results in low wing loading (body mass/wing area). This makes them efficient flyers when
atmospheric conditions are appropriate, but reduces their manoeuvrability and locomotor
efficiency in the absence of uplifts, constraining their movements to areas and times where
uplifts are available (Panuccio et al., 2012; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2017; Vansteelant
et al., 2017; Watanabe, 2016).
Since the 80s, the increasing demand for reduced emissions of greenhouse gases induces
a competition between human infrastructures and flying animals in trying to exploit the
energy available in the aerosphere; a competition that Smallwood described as: “(. . . )
wind turbines are simply our means of grabbing energy in which wildlife has already been
exploiting for millions of years.” (Köppel, 2017). Several studies highlight the high sensitivity
of soaring birds to wind farms due to several factors: features in the landscape that generate
soaring opportunities are often the same that make wind power plants profitable, raising
the rate of encounter of soaring birds wind farms (Nourani and Yamaguchi, 2017); limited
manoeuvrability and tendency of focusing their attention on the ground while foraging further
increases their risk of collision (De Lucas et al., 2008; Marques et al., 2014; Smallwood and
Thelander, 2008); finally their low annual productivity and slow maturity catalyse low rates
of individual losses to irrecoverable population level effects (Allinson, 2017; Masden et al.,
2010; Sanz-Aguilar et al., 2015; Smallwood and Thelander, 2008).
In the last two decades more and more publications are reviewing current measures that
aim at mitigating collisions between birds and wind farms while also highlighting the need
for further research in this direction (Gove et al., 2013; Laranjeiro et al., 2018; Marques et al.,
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2014; May et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015). Planning prior to siting the wind farms is now
recognised as first step in the mitigation hierarchy (May et al., 2017), as the siting of both
wind farm and specific turbines affect collision risk in birds (Barrios and Rodríguez, 2004;
Smallwood, Neher and Bell, 2009). Predictive modelling, based on previous knowledge
about the species’ behaviour in specific environmental contexts, is considered instrumental
when it comes to informing investors about the forecasted impact of a particular wind farm
on a species of concern. Different modelling studies have shown that topography is one
of the primary correlates of increased risk of collision for soaring birds (De Lucas, Ferrer,
Bechard and Muñoz, 2012; De Lucas et al., 2008; Ferrer et al., 2012; Gove et al., 2013;
Watson et al., 2018) due to the soaring opportunities it provides (Sage et al., 2019; Shepard,
Williamson and Windsor, 2016). Yet, topography has been only rarely considered as an
environmental correlate in models predicting fatality rates (De Lucas, Ferrer and Janss,
2012; Smallwood, Neher and Bell, 2009) or flight behaviour (Aurbach et al., 2018; Becciu
et al., 2019; Katzner et al., 2012; Scacco et al., 2019).
We have recently highlighted the role of static topographic features in predicting soaring
behaviour and energy expenditure of the white stork Ciconia ciconia (Scacco et al., 2019),
an obligate soaring bird species. In that study we focused on one single species, like
most other studies proposing predictive models of habitat use and collision risk, which
are often driven by the urgency of assessing the potential impact on a species of concern
(Barrios and Rodríguez, 2004; Marques et al., 2014; Smallwood, Rugge and Morrison,
2009; Watson et al., 2018). Such focus has clear advantages for the targeted species. Yet,
despite the similarities soaring species share in using energy from their environments, and
despite their co-occurrence and high susceptibilities to wind farms, different soaring species
tend to show different mortality rates caused by collision (De Lucas et al., 2008; Janss,
2000; Marques et al., 2014; Martín et al., 2018), highlighting the drawback of focal species
analyses. The question arises whether predictive models could be transferred across
species boundaries. Comparative studies focusing on the prediction of flight behaviour in
specific landscapes allow us to look for common pattern and thus offer an opportunity to
generalize and potentially transfer predictive models across species. Such generalized
models of flight behaviour can be then complemented with species-specific biologically
meaningful variables, and used to predict collision risk in specific areas, in the attempt to
maximize mitigation effects at a community level.
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In this study we use movement data from two obligate soaring species, the white stork
and the griffon vulture Gyps fulvus, to search for converging patterns in the way the two
species use their energy landscape to soar. Both species are heavily dependent on soaring
flight and on the occurrence of uplifts to move across the landscape. We therefore expect
them to have similar environmental requirements to sustain their movement. However, they
show some morphological differences as well as different foraging strategies: white storks
generally forage in open fields and meadows and fly above lowlands; griffon vultures are
scavengers, range from lowlands to mountainous landscapes, and have higher body mass
and higher wing loading compared to storks (Pennycuick, 1972).
In four analytical steps we evaluated to what extent the similar flight behaviour of these two
species results in a similar use of the landscape, notwithstanding ecological and morphological differences. 1. As a preparatory step, we used GPS locations and accelerometry
data to identify soaring and flapping events of the two species as proxies of low-cost and
high-cost flight, respectively (Scacco et al., 2019). 2. We initially considered only the
soaring events, and compared the climbing rate (vertical speed) of the two species during
soaring, to assess whether differences in their morphology, or in the landscape they are
exposed to, affect their soaring efficiency. 3. We then considered both soaring and flapping
events, and modelled their occurrence using only topographic features, separately for the
two species; these two models were consequently used to predict and map areas potentially
suitable for the two species to soar. 4. Finally, we compared suitable areas across species
and tested the transferability of our models, that is, if areas suitable to one species could
predict the soaring behaviour of the other species.

Methods
Datasets
We used GPS and tri-axial accelerometry (ACC) data from two obligate soaring species.
The dataset included 84 individuals from four different research projects, available on
Movebank (Kranstauber et al., 2011): 57 juvenile white storks, tagged in Germany (Flack
et al., 2017, 2018), and 27 adult griffon vultures, from two Spanish populations and one
French population. The spatial distribution of the dataset defines the extent of the study area
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(Fig. 3.1). All animals were equipped with high-resolution, solar GSM-GPS-ACC loggers
(e-obs GmbH, Munich, Germany). High-resolution GPS bursts (1 Hz) were collected every
10 or 15 min for 120, 300 or 600 s. ACC data were recorded every 10 min for 3.8 s at
10.54 Hz (40 data points per axis). For details on data collection and data availability see
Appendix B1 (Table B1.1).

Figure 3.1. Spatial coverage of the movement data used in the study, white storks in green
and griffon vultures in purple. Each line corresponds to the GPS trajectory of an individual
bird. The black square indicates the extent of the environmental layers used for the model
extrapolation.
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Segmentation of the flight behaviour
Soaring events were identified using high-resolution GPS bursts (1 Hz), by applying the
Expectation Maximization Binary Clustering on the average vertical speed and the absolute
cumulative turning angle calculated on 15 s flight segments (R package EmbC (Garriga et al.,
2016)). At the end of the procedure, only segments classified as soaring were considered,
and the location of each segment was defined by its centroid (mean longitude and latitude).
Flapping events were identified using ACC data. We applied k-means clustering with three
clusters on DBA-z (Dynamic Body Acceleration on the z-axis) and ODBA (overall DBA)
(Wilson et al., 2006)), which have been already used to identify active flight in soaring birds
(Duriez et al., 2014; Nathan et al., 2012; Scacco et al., 2019). We finally defined as flapping
events the “most active” bursts associated to a heights above ground > 100 m. The location
of these events was given by the GPS location closest in time (< 30 s difference). For more
details see Scacco et al. (2019) and Appendix B1.

Comparison of vertical speeds
We compared vertical speed of the two species during soaring, while accounting for the
different spatial and temporal scales of the two datasets. We modelled vertical speed using
a generalized additive model (GAM) including species as categorical predictor, longitude
and latitude as interacting thin plate regression splines, and hour of the day as cyclic
cubic regression spline. The response variable vertical speed included negative values,
therefore we first applied a translation (by adding its minimum value) and then a square-root
transformation to meet the assumptions of a Gaussian distribution of the residuals. The
model was fit with a Gaussian distribution and run using the R package mgcv (Wood, 2003).

Soaring suitability models
We modelled the occurrence of soaring and flapping events based on: elevation (digital
elevation model, EU-DEM (EEA, 2013), terrain unevenness (ruggedness), unevenness in
the slope (steepness of a terrain feature), aspect (compass direction faced by a slope) and
aspect unevenness (see Hijmans (2016) and Appendix B3). These topographic variables
were included as predictors in a random forest (RF) machine learning algorithm, after
verifying the absence of multicollinearity (R package randomForest (Liaw and Wiener,
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2002)). Data from both species were included in two separate models. RF builds many
regression trees to distinguish between, and to predict, binary response variables (flapping
= 0 vs soaring = 1) based on a set of predictor variables. RF is trained with a portion of the
data, while the remaining observations (test data) are used to assess model performance.
In our case we built a double partitioning: (1) we randomly selected about 80% of the
individuals per species (46 storks and 22 vultures), and (2) then applied a 90:10% random
partitioning on these individuals and used it to build two RF models (one per species); this
second step was repeated 10 times per species, where each time the algorithm was trained
with a different 90% of the data and evaluated with the remaining 10%.
The 20% of the individuals left out from the first partitioning did not contribute to the predictive
models and were later used to cross-validate the prediction maps extrapolated from the
models. Therefore the 90:10% partitioning allows us to measure the performance of the
RF in predicting the same pool of individuals the model was built on, whereas the 80:20%
partitioning represents a more realistic validation of the extrapolated maps, mimicking the
situation in which an external researcher was to use these maps to predict the soaring
behaviour of an independent set of individuals (section Cross-species prediction of soaring
events).
The performance of the two RF models was evaluated in terms of: (i) area under the
curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC); (ii) sensitivity, proportion of
soaring locations correctly classified; (iii) specificity, proportion of flapping locations correctly
classified (Franklin, 2009). These are threshold-dependent measurements (their values
depend on our classification of the predicted probability into 0s and 1s), and were measured
at a probability threshold where flapping and soaring were equally well classified (minimum
difference between sensitivity and specificity).

Soaring suitability maps
We used the two RF models of soaring suitability (one for each species) and the topographic
raster layers corresponding to the RF predictors (spatial granularity of 100 m) to extrapolate
two maps of soaring suitability across the study area (Fig. 3.1). RF, like other machine
learning algorithms, is quite unreliable when extrapolating outside the range of the predictors’
values provided for training. We thus omitted raster cells containing environmental values
outside that range, and then used each of the ten runs of the RF model to predict the soaring
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suitability over the manipulated rasters. Each prediction layer (10 per model) was then
classified into a binary map (0 or 1) using the threshold where flapping and soaring were
classified with the same accuracy (Franklin, 2009). We then computed the pixel average of
the 10 binary layers, obtaining one final raster per species, with values ranging from 0 to 1.
This final prediction map therefore informed us about the soaring suitability in each pixel but
also about the model agreement. For the next steps of the analysis we included only pixels
with at least 80% agreement, i.e. pixels for which at least 8 out of 10 binary layers agreed
on being unsuitable or suitable for soaring (values ≤ 0.2 or ± 0.8). Pixels with values ≤ 0.2
were considered as unsuitable (0), pixels ± 0.8 as suitable (1).
We then compared the soaring suitability maps obtained for the two species and we
randomly sampled 100,000 locations (pixels) from areas of the map that were suitable
to one or the other species (50,000 per species). We used this dataset to describe and
quantify the difference between the two prediction maps in terms of topographic variables
used in the models and compared their distribution.

Cross-species prediction of soaring events
For each species we used 20% of the individuals (11 storks and 5 vultures) to test whether
the observed soaring events of each species could have been reliably predicted using the
soaring suitability map produced from data of either species (in section Soaring suitability
maps). We associated the location of each observed soaring or flapping event to the
corresponding soaring suitability value (0 or 1) predicted by both the storks and the griffon
vultures’ maps. We then ran two GLMMs (generalized linear mixed effect models) per
species, using the observed soaring and flapping events as binary response variable in
both models, and using as covariate in one model the soaring suitability predicted by the
storks’ map, and in the other model the soaring suitability predicted by the vultures’ map (R
package lme4 (Bates et al., 2014)). Models were fitted using a Bernoulli distribution with a
clog-log link function, more appropriate for unbalanced samples (in our case, considerably
more soaring than flapping events) (Zuur et al., 2009). Individual identity was included as
random intercept in all models. The importance of the predictors was assessed comparing
the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) of each species’ model with the respective null models
(one per species, containing only the observed soaring events as response variable and
the individual identity as random intercept).
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All analyses were run in R (R Core Team, 2020).

Results
Segmentation of the flight behaviour
From the storks’ GPS data, among all individuals, we classified a total of 597.4 hours of
flight, of which 311.6 were spent soaring (52% of the recorded flight time). Based on the
ACC we could instead classify 102.5 hours of flight, of which only 3.3 hours were classified
as flapping (1.9%). From the vultures’ data we classified a total of 1764.4 hours based on
the GPS, of which 914.2 spent soaring (51.8%), and 291.6 hours based on the ACC, of
which 4.6 classified as flapping (1.6%).
The final dataset, excluding missing topographic information, consisted of 11531 observations for the storks (9797 soaring and 1734 flapping) and 32633 for the vultures (29047
soaring and 3586 flapping).

Comparison of vertical speed
The GAM used to compare the vertical speed of the two species included a total of 37774
soaring events (9180 from storks and 28594 from griffon vultures). Vertical speed was
predicted to be 0.33 m/s significantly higher in vultures than in storks [Vultures = 0.1 ± 0.07
(estimate ± s.e.)]. Hour of the day and geographic coordinates had also a significant effect,
suggesting that climbing rate would be higher in central hours of the day and in specific
regions of the study area (Appendix B2).

Soaring suitability models
Based on 80% of the individuals (46 storks and 22 vultures) a total of 9901 observations
(8488 soaring and 1413 flapping) were available for the stork model and 26673 (24067
soaring and 2606 flapping) for the vultures’ model. The RF model based on stork data
resulted in a higher accuracy than the vulture model [AUC stork model: 0.83 ± 0.02; AUC
vulture model: 0.71 ± 0.02 (mean ± s.d.)] (Fig. 3.2). The stork model also resulted in a
better ability to discriminate soaring from flapping locations, that is a higher proportion of
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soaring and flapping locations correctly classified. In fact, the stork model could correctly
predict, on average, 75% ( ± 2%) of the soaring and flapping locations, while only 63%
(± 1.5%) were correctly predicted by the vulture model. The complete output of the three
models can be found in Appendix B3 (Table B3.1).

Figure 3.2. ROC curves of the two soaring suitability models, in green for the storks model
and in purple for the vultures model, overlaid for better comparison. The area under the
curve (AUC) represents the accuracy of the models, measured on the test dataset. The
gray dashed line represents a model whose accuracy is comparable to random (AUC =
0.5). Sensitivity and commission rate values were averaged across the ten runs of each
model (solid dots), and the error bars show their standard deviations.
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In both the stork and vulture models, the two measures of variable importance (decrease
in accuracy and decrease in node impurity) highlighted terrain elevation, ruggedness and
slope unevenness as the most important variables in predicting soaring opportunities. Also
the aspect proved to be an important variable, but only in the stork model.

Figure 3.3. Soaring suitability maps extrapolated from the storks’ (A) and the vultures’ (B)
models. Both maps show in colours areas (cells) predicted to be suitable to the species to
soar while in black unsuitable cells. Gray represents unclassified cells (containing missing
values among the predictors). In (C) a prediction map produced by combining the suitability
maps of the two species, showing in light blue cells that are suitable to both species, where
the soaring opportunities overlap; in green cells that are available only to storks (not visible
due to the small percentage); in purple cells suitable only to vultures; in black cells that
are unsuitable to both species; in gray unclassified cells. The three prediction maps will be
made available upon acceptance.
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Soaring suitability maps
We used the models to classify an area of about 0.95 million km2 for the storks and 0.97
million km2 for the vultures (Fig. 3.3A-B). Only 21% of the storks’ map was predicted to be
suitable for them to soar, whereas in the case of vultures’ map, the area suitable to soar
was 80%.
We compared the species’ soaring opportunities across 0.86 million km2 ; 20.5% of this area
was predicted as suitable to both species, and 18.8% unsuitable to both species to soar
(Fig. 3.3C). 59.9% of the total area was predicted to be suitable to vultures only, whereas
only 1.2% was available exclusively to storks, meaning that most of the area suitable to
storks was also suitable to vultures, but not vice-versa.

Figure 3.4. Density distribution of four topographic variables (terrain elevation, ruggedness,
slope unevenness and aspect), extracted from 50,000 cells per species, randomly selected
from areas predicted to be suitable to the storks and to the vultures to soar.

The main difference, in terms of topographic variables, between areas suitable to one or
the other species, concerned the aspect. Storks, unlike vultures, showed to be selective in
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terms of aspect, with a peak in the distribution around 200 degrees (S-SW). The distribution
of the other topographic variables did not highlight any other species-specific difference
(Fig. 3.4).

Cross-species prediction of soaring events
The two stork models (one using the storks’ map as covariate, one using the vultures’ map)
showed that the probability of soaring significantly increased in areas predicted as suitable
by either species, but was stronger for the model including the prediction based on storks
[Storks’ suitability map = 1.42 ± 0.12; Vultures’ suitability map = 0.59 ± 0.15 (estimate ±
s.e.)]. The AIC of both of the stork models was lower compared to the respective null model
[AIC storks’ suitability map = 695.8; vultures’ suitability map = 859.5; null model = 870.71],
suggesting that adding a static soaring suitability map as covariate helps us predicting their
soaring behaviour (Table 3.1A).
In contrast, both vulture models showed a weak and non significant relationship between
the soaring suitability values predicted by the two maps and the observed soaring events.
The effect size was small in both cases [Storks’ suitability map = -0.005 ± 0.06; Vultures’
suitability map = 0.016 ± 0.04 (estimate ± s.e.)] and the AIC of both models was comparable
to the null model [AIC storks’ suitability map = 3732.9; vultures’ suitability map = 3732.8;
null model = 3730.9]. Consequently and in contrast to the stork models, both the static
soaring suitability maps did not contribute significantly to improve predicting the soaring
behaviour of vultures (Table 3.1B).
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Table 3.1. Output of the GLMMs explaining the observed soaring probability of
the two species as a function of the soaring suitability predicted by the models of
each species: white stork (A) and griffon vulture (B).
A
Storks’ suitability map

Vultures’ suitability map

Intercept

-1.117 (0.969)

-0.872 (0.916)

Soaring suitability

1.429 (0.122)***

0.587 (0.155)***

Individuals

25.756

8.197

Observations

1334

1334

Groups (Individuals)

11

11

AIC (df)

695.791 (3)

859.548 (3)

AIC null model (df)

870.718 (2)

870.718 (2)

∆AIC (AIC – AIC null)

-174.927

-11.170

Marginal R

0.037

0.003

Conditional R2

0.844

0.833

Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)

Random effects
Intercept variance

2

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

B
Storks’ suitability map

Vultures’ suitability map

Intercept

0.985 (0.169)***

0.972 (0.170)***

Soaring suitability

-0.006 (0.061)

0.017 (0.042)

Individuals

0.1364

0.1345

Observations

4606

4606

Groups (Individuals)

5

5

AIC (df)

3732.957 (3)

3732.810 (3)

AIC null model (df)

3730.966 (2)

3730.966 (2)

∆AIC (AIC – AIC null)

1.991

1.844

Marginal R2

2.274e-06

3.813e-05

0.077

0.076

Fixed effects
Estimate (St. Err.)

Random effects
Intercept variance

Conditional R

2

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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Discussion
Predictive modelling of flight behaviour on single species is instrumental to inform the siting
of anthropogenic infrastructures and to minimize collision risk. However, multiple species of
concern often coexist in the same area, and our comparative study is a first attempt to test
the transferability of predictive models across species with similar flight behaviour.
Our results indicate that, despite the superficially similar soaring behaviour, white storks
and griffon vultures have different environmental requirements and that soaring suitability
models cannot and should not be transferred between species. The soaring suitability
maps extrapolated from our models showed that only 20.5% of the classified study area was
available to both species to soar. Most of the area suitable to the storks was also available to
the vultures, but not vice-versa, implying that vultures had a larger area potentially available
for soaring. Vultures had a higher vertical speed, soared in a variety of landscape conditions
and contrary to storks, their soaring flight was not related to a specific range of aspect
values. Finally, our results concerning model transferability showed that a model based on
one species performed poorly in predicting the soaring events of the second species.
Both the larger area available to soar and the less specific topographic requirements, might
depict vultures as more flexible fliers. Their vertical speed was higher than in storks, which is
surprising considering their higher body mass and higher wing loading (Pennycuick, 1972).
Due to their morphology, vultures are expected to need stronger uplifts to fly efficiently and
to depend more on the specific environmental conditions able to produce such support
(Pennycuick, 1973; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2003). Our interpretation of their higher
climbing rate is thus that they used disproportionally stronger uplifts (better in quality) than
those used on average by storks. This suggests that storks are able to take advantage
of weaker uplifts compared to vultures, and it seems enough for them to rely on their
occurrence rather than on their quality. In contrast, vultures need stronger uplifts to support
their larger mass; they therefore rely on uplift quality and should be more selective in the
soaring conditions.
Our results seem thus contradictory: they suggest that vultures should be using stronger
uplifts, which can only be generated under specific environmental conditions, but they
depict vultures as flexible fliers, having most of the study area potentially available to soar.
We believe that the source of this contradiction is that our soaring suitability models are
based exclusively on static topography-related covariates. In a recent study we showed
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that static topographic variables are effective in predicting the occurrence of uplifts used
by storks. However the same variables were not useful predictors of their climbing rate
in thermals (Scacco et al., 2019), for which the use of weather covariates is expected to
be crucial (Aurbach et al., 2018; Becciu et al., 2019). In this follow up study, our static
model based on topography confirmed its high accuracy in predicting soaring occurrence
in storks, but had a lower accuracy in vultures, both in the train and test datasets. This
suggests that topography alone cannot predict vultures’ soaring behaviour, probably due to
lacking predictive performance in uplift quality, which they heavily rely on. Consequently
the contradiction emerged from our results represent shortcomings of the methods used to
predict the occurrence of soaring behaviour in vultures.
This interpretation has implications also on modelling species occurrence at global scale.
The higher the wing loading of a species, the more its movement and therefore distribution
will be restricted in space and time not only to where, but mainly when, uplift conditions are
optimal to provide enough lift (Williams et al., 2020). The flight of such specialized species
will therefore be more dependent on atmospheric conditions than on static features, which
implies that more knowledge is required to accurately predict it (Soultan and Safi, 2017).
The link between species’ movement capacity, biogeography and species distribution
models is often overlooked, or when taken into account, it mostly relates to the obstacle
posed by large ecological barriers to colonization processes (Cumming et al., 2012; Mellone,
2020). In highly specialised soaring species, considering the link between biogeography
and movement only in relation to colonization would underestimate the role of uplifts as
essential part of the niche of these species, for which uplifts should be considered among
the suite of resources they need in order to exist in a certain area. Long accepted definitions
of ecological barriers such as water bodies for soaring birds, are now being revisited as
more flexible than previously thought (Nourani et al., 2020), and should be adapted to
accommodate the diversity in movement capacity among species.
The aim of this study was to predict the energetic value of different areas of the landscape,
distinguishing areas providing soaring opportunities from those that did not; thus, we did
not further differentiate between types of soaring or types of uplift. Yet, different species
are known to rely on different types of uplifts and we recognise the use of thermal versus
orographic uplifts as being another important factor potentially influencing the predictability
of flight behaviour, given the different mechanisms that generate them (Duerr et al., 2014;
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Poessel et al., 2018).
Our predictive models of soaring opportunities represent an attempt to describe the potential
energy available in the landscape to allow soaring species to move efficiently, and can be
used as base layers in movement ecology analyses. The distribution of soaring opportunities
is one of the resources needed by these species to exist in an area. However, speciesspecific patterns of use of the landscape are also mediated by other biologically relevant
factors, not targeted by this study, such as the distribution of food resources or nesting
opportunities. These factors vary extensively among species and have been found to be
related to vulture fatalities at wind farms (Carrete et al., 2012). These are therefore essential
variables to consider before using these models to inform the planning of anthropogenic
infrastructures.

Conclusions
Static landscape structure greatly influences the energy available to soaring birds in the
landscape and thus their movement, but for some species static variables are not sufficient
alone and need to be associated to weather information to produce more reliable predictions
of flight behaviour. We suggest that using the soaring behaviour of the species to detect
uplift events is instrumental to isolate those uplifts that can be effectively detected and used
by that species to fly. However, once we use an environmental model to extrapolate the
occurrence of those uplifts over large areas, it becomes really tempting to apply this same
prediction to species having a similar flight behaviour. The results of this study warn against
this practice and clarify that such maps represent the energy available in the landscape
from the point of view of the species used to build the model.
Energy landscapes are therefore species-specific, meaning that the same landscape
varies in the soaring opportunities it offers to different species, and affects their movement
pattern differently. The use of species-specific prediction models would allow us for more
flexibility in the choice of the important variables to consider, including meaningful biological
information that differ among species. Accounting for these differences is crucial when
predicting movement and landscape connectivity and there seems to be no reliable and
responsible way to shortcut risk assessment in areas where multiple species might be at
risk by anthropogenic infrastructures.
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Summary
During the day, flying animals exploit the environmental energy landscape by seeking out
thermal or orographic uplift, or extracting energy from wind gradients (Duriez et al., 2014;
Péron et al., 2017; Shepard, Williamson and Windsor, 2016; Shepard et al., 2013; Warrick
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2012). However, most of these energy sources are not thought to
be available at night because of the lower thermal potential in the nocturnal atmosphere, as
well as the difficulty of locating features that generate uplift. Despite this, several bat species
have been observed hundreds to thousands of meters above the ground (Mata et al., 2016;
McCracken et al., 2008; Williams et al., 1973). Individuals make repeated, energetically
costly high-altitude ascents (Cvikel et al., 2015; O’Mara et al., 2019a; Roeleke et al., 2018;
Tsoar et al., 2011), and others fly at some of the fastest speeds observed for powered
vertebrate flight (McCracken et al., 2016). We hypothesized that bats use orographic uplift
to reach high altitudes (Alerstam et al., 2011; Chapman et al., 2016, 2008; Mata et al., 2016),
and that both this uplift and bat high-altitude ascents would be highly predictable (Bohrer
et al., 2012). By superimposing detailed three-dimensional GPS tracking of European
free-tailed bats (Tadarida teniotis) on high resolution regional wind data, we show that
bats do indeed use the energy of orographic uplift to climb to over 1600 m, but also that
they reach maximum sustained self-powered airspeeds of 135 km/h. We show that wind
and topography can predict areas of the landscape able to support high-altitude ascents,
and that bats use these locations to reach high altitudes while reducing airspeeds. Bats
then integrate wind conditions to guide high-altitude ascents, deftly exploiting vertical wind
energy in the nocturnal landscape.

Results and Discussion
We fit European free-tailed bats with GPS loggers that recorded their three-dimensional
location every 30 s and tracked them for 1-3 days during 5.9 ± 1.9 h per night. Flight
trajectories of eight European free-tailed bats near Santa Comba de Vilariça (41.3605◦
N, 7.0660◦ W) in northeastern Portugal (see STAR Methods, Appendix D) revealed that
bats emerged from their common roost site 47 ± 16 min after sunset and flew constantly
throughout the night until returning to the roost or stopping at one of several alternative
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roosts 65 km from the primary roost on an east-west axis (Appendix D, Fig. D1).

Figure 4.1. Bat ascent over the terrain. (A) The height profile of bat 4 on 2017-08-08 as
she flew over the terrain (black line derived from ASTER 30 m DEM). The bat’s vertical
movement was clustered into segments where the bat was moving in descent, moderate
ascent, high-altitude ascent, or not classified. Across all segments bats in the high-altitude
ascents (B) reached higher elevation above ground and (C) gained altitude faster while (D)
decreasing their overall airspeed. See Appendix D, Fig. D7 for a three-dimensional version
of this figure.

European free-tailed bats reached high altitudes during their commuting flights. Their
flights typically followed the rugged terrain, but on some occasions, individuals ascended
over 1680 m above ground level (AGL) in less than 20 min (Fig. 4.1A). We used K-means
clustering on the height AGL (Fig. 4.1B) to categorize the ascending flight segments into
two classes. High-altitude ascents (n = 48) reached an average maximum height of 563.5
± 214.1 m AGL (mean ± sd) up to maximum 1680.1 m, and moderate ascents (n = 335)
reached an average maximum height of 115.2 ± 77.9 m AGL (mean ± sd) up to maximum
333.8 m (Fig. 4.1B). During high-altitude ascents bats climbed faster, longer, and had a
lower airspeed compared to moderate ascents. Bats made high-altitude ascents at vertical
climb rates of 0.72 ± 0.66 m/s (range: 0.05 – 4.5 m/s), and moderate ascents at 0.47 ±
0.51 m/s (range: 0.01 – 6.34 m/s, permutation test of mean differences (5000 iterations):
mean difference = -0.25, p = 0.002), and within-ascent variance did not differ between these
categories (permutation test of mean differences (5000 iterations): mean difference = -8.38,
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p = 0.105). High-altitude ascents lasted longer (high-altitude: 5.0 ± 0.58 min, moderate:
3.7 ± 0.13 min, permutation test of mean differences (5000 iterations): mean difference
= -63.0, p = 0.005), and three-dimensional airspeeds (hereafter airspeeds) were lower
than during moderate ascents (high-altitude: 5.34 ± 4.89 m/s, moderate: 7.95 ± 6.42 m/s,
permutation test of mean differences (5000 iterations): mean difference = 2.61, p = 0.004,
Fig. 4.1D). This suggests that bats ascended with their airspeeds reduced through positive
wind support (tailwinds). Most bats descended quickly after reaching a peak altitude, and
returned to fly within 100 m AGL. Some individuals remained 350 m AGL or higher for
extended periods of time (8.63 ± 12.88 min, maximum = 58.07 min) and above 1000 m
AGL for 7.68 ± 7.60 min (maximum = 19.5 min).

We then investigated the spatial distribution of high-altitude ascents versus moderate
ascents to identify if there were environmental features which produced the wind support
needed to reach high altitudes, and in which areas of the landscape these conditions
are more likely to occur. We predicted the occurrence of high-altitude versus moderate
ascents as a function of either topographic variables (elevation, slope, and aspect) or
wind components (U, V and W) using two binomial generalized additive models (Appendix
D, Table D4). The model including wind variables captured more of the variation in the
frequency of ascents than the model based on topography only (0.734 ± 0.007 vs 0.137 ±
0.002, Appendix D, Table D4), and was highly accurate in predicting the occurrence of highaltitude ascents (Figs 4.2, D7). Uplifting, south-easterly winds blowing across steep, south
and west facing slopes, positively affected the probability of high-altitude ascents, while
elevation negatively affected their probability (Fig. 4.2A, Table D4). This indicates that nocturnal bats, like diurnal birds, use orographic lift to facilitate ascending flight and save energy.

We then used the wind and topographic models to extrapolate the predicted probability
of high-altitude ascents for the entire study area, using the available topography and wind
layers (the latter at 140 m AGL, averaged for the first night of tracking, 8th of August 2017).
The model extrapolation was done separately for the two models and then ensembled
based on the accuracy of the two models (Fig. 4.2B). The wind pattern in the study area is
closely linked to the topography, and because the horizontal component of wind slows and
is forced upwards on the ridges, wind speeds increase on the leeward side of the ridges
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Figure 4.2. Probability of high-altitude ascents versus moderate ascents across the study
area. (A) Probability of high-altitude ascents as predicted by the vertical component of the
wind vector. (B) Probability of high-altitude ascents across the study area, extrapolated
from the ensembled predictions of wind and topographic models. The predicted probability
of high ascent is not homogeneously distributed across the landscape: south and east
facing slopes, particularly those adjacent to ravines that can funnel the localized winds
blowing from the southeast into orographic uplift, have the highest probability of generating
high-altitude ascents.

due to the complex terrain. Correspondingly, the ensemble prediction (AUC = 0.975) shows
that high-altitude ascents are more likely to occur in the valleys (low terrain elevations)
as bats flew up and along windward slopes where orographic uplift would be highest and
the vertical component of the wind stronger (Fig. 4.2B). Thus, specific combinations of
wind and landscape features produce enough uplift support to allow the bats to reach high
altitudes, and we can use them to predict areas where high-elevation ascents are possible.
The high predictability of these ascents based on environmental variables alone suggest
that bats may be able to locate and use the same environmental cues to find areas of
uplifting winds, or build a cognitive map of these locations (Harten et al., 2020; Toledo et al.,
2020). While exciting, the navigation and the cognitive aspects of this high-altitude flight
behavior go beyond the possibility of our analyses but suggest future avenues of study.
We also were interested in quantifying flight speeds, as Brazilian free-tailed bats
(Tadarida brasiliensis) have been found to achieve ground speeds up to 44.5 m/s (160 km/h)
for short intervals and over 20 m/s regularly, with only brief bouts of intermittent gliding [14].
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Furthermore, their airspeeds, i.e. flight speed relative to the column of moving air, are far
beyond expectations for a 10 – 12 g animal based on muscle power alone (Alerstam et al.,
2007). European free-tailed bats are 2 – 4 times larger (20 – 40 g), and should have the
potential to attain even higher speeds that can be measured through high-resolution GPS
tracking (Alerstam et al., 2007; McCracken et al., 2016). We combined the three-dimensional
GPS locations with the three-dimensional wind values to calculate self-powered airspeed
in three-dimensions and measure how bats moved within the full space of the air column.
These three-dimensional airspeeds confirmed exceptionally high flight speeds for European
free-tailed bats, with peak airspeeds of 135 km/h (37.5 m/s) and ground speeds (two
dimensional) of 149 km/h (41.2 m/s). Fifteen percent of our observations were higher than
the predicted optimum speed for fast, economical, long-range movements (maximum range
speed = 8.97 m/s), and flight segments with continuous airspeeds over 12 m/s lasted for 12.9
± 10.0 min. We observed airspeeds greater than 20 m/s in segments where speeds of at
least 12 m/s had been maintained for 12.7 ± 11.10 min. These fastest speeds were rare but
part of a continuous distribution of high airspeeds (Fig. 4.3). Analysis of the error distribution
and location displacement shows that tag location error has its largest effects at slow speeds
(Appendix D, Fig. D6), and that the high speeds we observe occurred under ideal GPS
conditions (Appendix D, STAR Methods, Fig. D5). In contrast, mean (± sd) airspeed over all
individuals and nights was 4.68 ± 3.79, which is slightly lower than the estimated minimum
power airspeed (5.54 m/s) that allows bats to minimize their flight costs, and mean ground
speed was 5.63 ± 3.66 m/s (Fig. 4.3). The lower airspeed relative to ground speed in our
data reflects positive mean tailwind support for most of the bat trajectories (1.06 ± 1.47 m/s).

We demonstrate that 1) bats reduced airspeed with increasing tailwind support, 2)
increased airspeed with cross winds and 3) tended to fly faster at higher altitudes (Appendix
D, Fig. D4, GAMM results in Table D2). The higher airspeeds we observed at higher
elevations are due largely to the steep decline in wind speed at higher altitudes (Appendix
D, Fig. D3). Bats also increased airspeed slightly as they descended (GAMM height
change slope: -0.002 ± 0.0002, Appendix D, Table D2), but the fastest airspeeds were not
observed during steep descents (Appendix D, Fig. D4). Importantly, there was no effect of
altitude change for flights at airspeeds greater than 15 m/s (n = 130). The fastest speeds
we observed in European free-tailed bats were during level and moderately descending, not
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Figure 4.3. European free-tailed bat flight speeds. Airspeed (A) and ground speed (B)
are shown with the cumulative frequency distribution for all bats, and each individual bat’s
kernel density normalized to a sum of one.

stooping, flight, and in sections of flight that appear to be commuting. It is unclear why these
extreme, but rare, speeds are used by European free-tailed bats when the majority of their
self-powered airspeeds are much lower. Their moth prey fly considerably slower, making foraging the unlikely cause, but their foraging and roosting areas are separated by sometimes
65 km. There could be substantial pressure to minimize travel time instead of travel costs,
in which case high speeds would be beneficial. Additionally, the fastest speeds of common
swifts (31.1 m/s) occur during mating displays (Henningsson et al., 2010). This raises the
possibility that the tracked bats are engaging in other behaviors beyond foraging when
flying at speeds over 20 m/s, and suggests future work to understand this rare flight behavior.

We find that small differences in the underlying topography can dramatically change the
aerial energy landscape even for nocturnal animals, and present enormous opportunities
for individuals that can exploit them (Rosén and Hedenström, 2002; Shepard, Williamson
and Windsor, 2016; Shepard et al., 2013). European free-tailed bat diet primarily comprises
migratory moths (Mata et al., 2016) that often occur in large numbers at altitudes of 200 to
600 m during spring and autumn when insects accumulate in layers and exploit transport
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opportunities in low level nocturnal jets (Alerstam et al., 2011; Beerwinkle et al., 1994;
Chapman et al., 2016, 2008; Drake and Farrow, 1988; Hu et al., 2016; McCracken et al.,
2008). Our study was in August during the fall migration season, and highest windspeeds
(Appendix D, Fig. D2) and considerable activity of bats (23% of GPS locations) was
observed at those altitudes where aggregations of migratory moths are expected. Bats
may actively exploit fine-scale updraft components to carry out otherwise costly exploratory
flights in search of rich patches of migratory insects. Insects may also aggregate in eddies
on the lee side of slopes where waves or rotors of descending winds concentrate migrating
insects into dense patches (Pedgley, 1990). Bats would then simply need to ride the wind
currents which would bring them directly to these eddies and rich foraging patches without
the risk of extensive searching. By following the wind, bats may both lower their overall
costs of flight and find dense patches of prey with low searching costs. Because migratory
moths are unlikely to occur in appreciable numbers at altitudes above 1000 m (Beerwinkle et al., 1994; Hu et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2006), foraging is an unlikely explanation
for the flights of bats to the highest altitudes observed. These flights may serve other
purposes. For example, Egyptian fruit bats that find their food on the ground, use high altitude flights to view distant landmarks and better navigate long distances (Tsoar et al., 2011).

One would expect bats to repeatedly use areas where wind conditions allow them to
simultaneously minimize the costs of commutes and access higher altitudes. Most bats we
observed moved along a regular route but did not appear constrained by corridors in the
landscape. Because the wind generally blew toward the west and most of the higher terrain
was oriented along a north-south axis, air currents provided predictable uplift that could
reduce energetic cost of ascents. Nonexclusively, bats may have employed low-cost, direct
paths and passively ride ascending columns of air until they descended when winds slowed,
be it intentional or not (Appendix D, Fig. D7). Environmental data at resolution similar to
that of the behaviors of interest allow us to make powerful inferences into how animals
use their environments. As technological advances allow tracking of body accelerations,
wing motions, and muscle activation patterns (Hubel et al., 2012), the resulting insights
concerning body and wing posture and power output will allow us to test this hypothesis
and further reveal how these animals behave at finer scales, including within the moving air
column.
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The high-altitude ascents of European free-tailed bats are particularly impressive
compared to those of other bat species. Free-tailed bats ascend at similar or lower speeds
than bird flocks tracked by radar that can climb at rates over 1 m/s to reach migration
altitudes (Hedenström and Alerstam, 1992). However, European free-tailed bat tracks
closely resemble those of migrating individual Swainson’s Thrushes that climb at 0.4 m/s in
an undulating pattern (Bowlin et al., 2015). Foraging mouse-tailed bats in Israel (Cvikel et al.,
2015), and Theobald’s tomb bats in Thailand (Roeleke et al., 2018) also employ high-altitude
ascents periodically and may be using energy provided by the landscape in similar ways. In
contrast, the short foraging ascents of over 300 m and highly variable migration altitudes of
European common noctule bats have not been explained by changing weather conditions
or apparent foraging success (O’Mara et al., 2019a,b). Our results suggest that multiple
bat species take advantage of fine scale interactions of the landscape and wind resulting
in the observed roller-coaster flights. This pushes these small mammals to extraordinary
heights, using the landscape much like gulls surfing urban airflows (Shepard, Williamson
and Windsor, 2016), and is an important step forward to describe how nocturnal animals
move in three-dimensional space. This builds a foundation for future work investigating
the mechanics not only of how bats exploit ascending columns of air efficiently, but also
how they achieve these astonishing horizontal speeds. This will help to understand more
generally how adaptation in bat flight, which differs dramatically from birds, has been shaped
by the distinctive energy landscape of the night sky.
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Concluding remarks and perspectives
The last decade has witnessed the development of a complex and fertile framework for the field of movement ecology, spreading out an unprecedented amount of
resources to approach animal movement studies (Nathan et al., 2012; Neumann et al.,
2015). On the one hand, continuous advances in animal tracking technology and the
improvement of new sensors have been introduced, combined with the free access
to global remote sensing data of higher resolution. On the other hand, the increased
capacity in computing and the development of powerful open source software have
allowed for the management and analysis of extensive databases, also owing to the
diffusion of online data banks that encouraged data sharing (e.g. Movebank). Animal
tracking typically requires expensive technologies and a low number of animals can
be tracked during each project, leading ecologists to only obtain partial and fragmented information about the movement pattern of a species (Dodge et al., 2014).
Collaborative work and data sharing platforms help overcoming many economical

Overlaid to the painted landscape, photographed trajectories of soaring birds, courtesy of:
Xavi Bou (http: // www. xavibou. com/ ).
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and practical limitations encountered by single research groups, and allow researchers to
address the movement ecology in a more comprehensive and comparative way (Dodge
et al., 2014; Nathan et al., 2012).

My PhD work benefited from many of the opportunities this fertile environment could
offer. I had the opportunity to work on multiple species and many individuals by combining data collected by different research groups, and had the chance to collaborate with
researchers with different backgrounds and expertise. All of this allowed me to apply
well-known research questions to novel study systems. My PhD achieved advances in
understanding the complex interaction between the movement of flying animals and the
surrounding landscape across scales and taxa. Chapters 2 to 4 of my thesis focus on the
relative contribution of static (topography) vs dynamic (weather-derived) features of the
landscape in predicting the energetic cost of flight at different spatial and temporal scales
and across taxa. These chapters revealed a neglected link between the flight behaviour
and energetics of flying animals and the static structure of the landscape, and showed
that both atmospheric conditions and topography contributed to creating energy in the
landscape, which taxonomically and morphologically distant species were able to use in
order to reduce the cost of their movement. Thus, from a broad perspective our findings
highlighted that across taxa, species show a convergent behaviour that allows them to take
advantage of the potential energy available in the landscape to move to distances, and
heights, that would otherwise not be affordable if self powered. However, at finer detail,
our results demonstrated that even species with similar flight behaviour, as in the case of
soaring birds, diverge in the ways they use their landscape by relying on different sources
of environmental support, which makes energy landscapes species-specific.
Therefore, from a practical perspective, on the one hand our findings suggested the possibility of using similar methodology to study very different systems as well as the existence
of converging patterns of use of the energy landscape from distant taxa. On the other
hand, they also highlighted the importance of considering species-specific differences
when transferring extrapolated models across species, and clarified the consequences of
choosing the right scale and resolution of the parameters used as landscape predictors,
when modelling a species’ energy landscape.
The species-specificity of energy landscapes has important implications to inform and
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manage issues related to human-wildlife conflicts. In the case of wind farms, the urge
of extending a similar methodology across species is rooted in the possibility of using
soaring suitability maps to inform their siting. Due to the substantial cost of using tracking
technology, we rarely have access to data on many individuals and many species. Therefore,
once we use an environmental model to extrapolate the soaring opportunities available to
one species over large areas, it becomes really tempting to apply the same predictions
to species with a similar flight behaviour. The results of my third chapter, however, warn
against this practice by clarifying that such maps represent the energy available in the
landscape from the point of view of the species used to build the model, highlighting the
importance of considering inter-specific differences, even in species with similar flight
behaviours. The way different species use the landscape also implies the need to use
different methodologies to study and predict their behaviour. The results of this chapter
also suggest that for some soaring species, static features alone are not sufficient, and that
adding weather-derived variables to the predictive models could help us to better capture
the variability in their behaviour.
The relative contribution of static features and weather-derived variables in predicting flight
behaviour also depends on the quality of these information. While in chapter 2 static
features performed better than weather-derived variables in predicting the flight behaviour
of storks, the opposite emerged from the results of chapter 4, aimed at predicting bats’ flight
behaviour. The fact that, in chapters 2 and 4, weather and static features showed opposite
accuracy in predicting flight behaviour not only relates to the use of a different study system
(soaring birds vs bats), but also to the scale and resolution of the environmental variables
used. Flight behaviour changes in response to fine-scale dynamics in the atmosphere,
and the publicly available weather information are usually too coarse, in terms of spatial
and temporal resolution, to capture their variability. Thus, the low contribution of weather
relative to topography in predicting the soaring behaviour of storks was likely a result of this
mismatch in resolution. In contrast, when using a higher resolution wind model, as was
the case for the bats’ high ascents investigated in chapter 4, the important contribution of
weather variables in predicting animals’ flight behaviour became evident.
Some of the questions I worked on during my PhD could only be answered thanks to
the high spatial and temporal resolution that the new tracking technology and remote
sensing products could offer, and our results highlighted the importance of matching the
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scale and resolution at which movement data and environmental information are collected.
Different branches of remote sensing research now offer a variety of products at spatial
and temporal resolutions that, for the most part, could satisfy the needs of the movement
ecology field. However, movement ecologists are often unaware of the type, quality and
resolution of the available environmental information, they struggle with understanding their
accessibility and are constantly in search of better proxies for measuring the environmental
variability they want to investigate. In addition, the source, quality and processing of the
environmental products used in movement ecology research are aspects that are often
overlooked, leading to reduced comparability across studies and consequently to slower
advances in understanding how animals respond to a changing environment. The exchange
between the movement ecology and remote sensing fields has increased in the last decade,
but the potential benefits and scientific advance that could derive from an improved dialogue
between these two fields are far from being saturated. Remote sensing researchers could
inform movement ecologists about the most appropriate product, resolution and methodological procedure needed to describe the environmental characteristics they are looking for,
helping them in standardising their proxies. On the other hand, movement ecologists have
access to data from an increasingly dense network of animals equipped with environmental
sensors, which travel long distances to remote areas of the world, recording changes in
the surrounding environment at unprecedented, high spatial and temporal resolution. The
potential for this source of information to build new knowledge on the way we measure,
analyse and interpret our environment is so far nearly unexplored.
In conclusion, movement is an extremely scale-dependent process, and the study of
movement in its ecological context requires constant attention to the scale and resolution
at which, both the phenomenon we observe and its environmental context, need to be
investigated. Questioning our data at different scales will help us to disentangle the biological
from the methodological sources of our results, decreasing the risk of misinterpretations
and identifying the methodological improvement that would support the progress of the
movement ecology field. Many of these methodological gaps are already being addressed
thanks to collaborations and interdisciplinary work at the border between biology, remote
sensing, meteorology, engineering and theoretical physics, which are fostering progress
and opening up new perspectives and research avenues.
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A1. Segmentation of the flight behaviour
Supporting figures for segmentation

Figure A1.1. Characterization of the different flight behavioural classes according to
different flight parameters: cross-country speed (A), ground speed (B), vertical speed (C)
and absolute turning angle (D).
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Figure A1.2. Example of segmentation of the flight behaviour detected from the ACC
data of one individual of white stork. Figure (A) shows the different empirical values of the
average ODBA among the three activity levels. Figure (B) shows how the three activity
categories are different in terms of dynamic body acceleration measured on the three ACC
axes (plot’s x axis) and on the Z axis (plot’s y axis).
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Figure A1.3. Time allocation among flight behaviours. The barplots show the proportion
of time white storks spent performing different flight behaviours (proportions obtained by
cumulating the time spent by all individuals on the different behaviours). (A) Proportion of
time (classified using GPS locations) spent soaring (circular or linear soaring, red bar) or
using other flight types (grey bar) calculated relative to the duration of all classified GPS
segments (748 h). (B) Proportion of time (classified using ACC recordings) spent flapping
(blue bar) or using other flight types (grey bar) relative to the duration of all classified ACC
bursts (24.3 h). The information shown in figures (A) and (B) cannot be directly compared
due to the different sampling schedules of GPS and ACC.
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A2. Environmental variables
Static environmental variables
For descriptive purposes we group the environmental layers in two categories - surface
features and land cover. All environmental layers are publicly available (Table A2.1).
Table A2.1. Environmental data sources.
Threshold

Sensitivity

Digital elevation model (DEM)

EU-DEM (based on SRTM and ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model) from European Environmental
Agency (EEA, 2013)

Roughness

Derived from DEM

Topographic Position Index

Derived from DEM

Slope

Derived from DEM

Slope unevenness

Derived from Slope

Aspect

Derived from DEM

Aspect unevenness

Derived from Aspect

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI)

Landsat 7 Spectral Indices (Masek et al., 2006). Available from U.S. Geological Service Bulk Download
(U.S. Geological Survey, 2017). Data period JuneSeptember 2014

CORINE Land Cover (CLC)

CLC 2012 from European Environmental Agency
(EEA, 2012)

Global urban footprint (GUF)

Produced by Deutschen Zentrums für Luft und Raumfahrt, 2011 (DLR, 2011)

Thermal uplift potential

Movebank.org – Env-Data annotation service (Dodge
et al., 2013) based on ECMWF weather reanalysis,
computed following Bohrer et al. (2012)

Orographic uplift potential

Movebank.org – Env-Data annotation service (Dodge
et al., 2013) based on ECMWF weather reanalysis
and ASTER DEM, computed following Bohrer et al.
(2012)

Surface features. In order to characterize the surface features we used the publicly
available elevation map EU-DEM (based on SRTM and ASTER Global Digital Elevation
Model) (EEA, 2013)and we computed slope, aspect and roughness (topographic heterogeneity) using the R package raster (Hijmans, 2016). The native spatial granularity of the
elevation map is 1 arcsec (about 25 m near the Equator) but we aggregated the raster cells
to match the 100 m resolution of the land cover map. Slope and aspect were computed
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according to Horn (Horn, 1981). The roughness was calculated as the difference between
the maximum and the minimum value of a cell and its 8 surrounding cells. Unevenness
in the aspect, the slope and the elevation (this last one also called Topographic Position
Index) were computed as the difference between the value of a cell and the mean value
of its 8 surrounding cells. Highly correlated layers were excluded from the model to avoid
multicollinearity (this was the case of the slope because of the high correlation with the
roughness).
Table A2.2. Original and reclassified legend of the CORINE Land Cover categories.

Land cover. We characterized the land cover using the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI), CORINE Land Cover categories (CLC) and the Global Urban Footprint (GUF).
The NDVI product is available as Spectral Indices product of Landsat 7 (Masek et al., 2006),
with a spatial granularity of 30 m; the raster cells were resized to 100 m. We computed a
summer (from June 1st to September 30th ) NDVI composite for 2014 to match the temporal
resolution of our tracking data. For the composite we extracted the higher monthly NDVI
value of each cell and we averaged the resulting maximum monthly values. Extracting the
maximum monthly value instead of the average value allowed us to avoid low values of NDVI
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that could be associated with errors in the cloud cover mask of the Landsat NDVI product.
The CORINE Land Cover 2012 is available from the European Environmental Agency (EEA,
2012) with a native spatial resolution of 100 m. We used the level 3 categories with few
modifications (Table A2.2). The Global Urban Footprint is a binary thematic map with values
of 1 for built-up areas (man-made building structures) and 0 for non-built-up areas. The
dataset is available with a native spatial resolution of 0.4 arc seconds (about 12 m near the
Equator) (DLR, 2011). We resized the raster cells to 100 m computing the mean for each 9
by 9 cells (proportion of built-up areas/100 m cell).

A3. Uplift suitability model
Model tuning and evaluation
Different parameter values can be modified by the user in order to tune the random forest
algorithm and improve its performances (such as number of variables chosen at each split,
forest size and tree depth). In addition, in the field of species distribution modelling, the
proportion of data belonging to different classes in the dataset used to train the model has
an important effect on different accuracy measures on the model output of different machine
learning algorithms (Barbet-Massin et al., 2012; Franklin, 2009). For these reasons, we
tuned the static and the dynamic landscape models, choosing the optimal values of mtry
(number of variables chosen at each split) with respect to Out-of-Bag error estimate, using
tuneRF, an inbuilt function of the R package randomForest. Additionally, we tried different
values of ratio soaring to flapping locations (named hereafter prevalence, for similarity with
the definition used in species distribution modelling).
The role of prevalence on the model performances is controversial. Different studies
suggested that certain accuracy measures (such as kappa) are sensitive to prevalence and
that prevalence should be taken into account when evaluating the model (Allouche et al.,
2006; Franklin et al., 2009), but few unclear suggestions have been made about whether
the number of presences and absences should be manipulated in order to maximize the
model performances (Barbet-Massin et al., 2012; Franklin, 2009; Franklin et al., 2009). This
lack of clarity is probably due to multiple reasons, such as the algorithm used, the difference
between using real absences or pseudo-absences, the difficulty to differentiate between
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biases in the measures used to evaluate the performance and biases in the performances
itself, and finally to the uncertain effect of data manipulation on the ecological interpretation
of the result (for instance when dealing with rare and specialist species versus abundant
and generalist ones, and the need to compare the predicted prevalence with the observed
prevalence). For this reasons we decided not to manipulate the prevalence in our analysis
but to perform a prevalence manipulation test. The prevalence manipulation test was
performed on 100 trees. Before running the model with different prevalence values, the
complete dataset was randomly partitioned in test set (20% of the data) and train set (80%
of the data), separately for soaring (presences) and flapping (absences) locations in order
to maintain the same ratio of presences to absences in both the original dataset and the
test set; from the train set we then manipulated the number of presences to meet the values
of prevalence (n. presences/n. absences) we wanted to test. The same data partitioning
procedure was repeated 10 times. The data partition used to test the model was separated
from the training set before manipulating the prevalence in the training set; in this way
we could ensure a constant size for the test set during the evaluation of each prevalence
value. During the models’ evaluation we considered the following accuracy measures:
AUC or area under the ROC curve, sensitivity and specificity; sensitivity and specificity
are threshold dependent measures and the chosen values correspond to a threshold that
maximize the sum of specificity and sensitivity (True Skill Statistics or TSS).
The results of the tuning procedure showed an increase in the model accuracy (AUC and
TSS) with increasing prevalence. Sensitivity and specificity showed variable values at
different values of prevalence, but they both showed a slight positive trend and the difference
between the two slightly decreased, with increasing prevalence (Fig. A3.1). In contrast, the
threshold that maximized the TSS increased, being around 0.5 with a prevalence equal
to 2, and around 0.9 with a prevalence of 12, which is in agreement with the fact that
the best performances in our model were associated with high thresholds. This didn’t
affect our model accuracy, but its robustness. In fact, all models including the original
presence/absence ratio (12.66), the threshold at which the number of flapping locations
correctly classified matched the number of soaring locations correctly classified was really
close to 1, between 0.9 and 0.95; a threshold of 0.9 favoured the identification of soaring
(with higher commission rate) whereas a threshold of 0.95 favoured the identification of
flapping (with higher omission rate). This means that this model prediction, although
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accurate, can be considered sensitive compared to a prediction obtained with a lower
threshold, and a small change in the threshold leads to really different predicted results. For
this reason, if the sample size of the least represented class allows it, we recommend the
use of balanced classes in species distribution and habitat suitability modelling, by randomly
subsampling the more represented class to about twice the size of the least represented
class, to be able to choose a more centered threshold and increase model robustness.

Figure A3.1. Prevalence test. Effect of different prevalence values (ratio soaring to flapping
locations) on different accuracy measures (A), and on the threshold that has to be chosen
in order to maximize True Skill Statistics, calculated as (Sensitivity + Specif icity) − 1 (B).
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Table A3.1. Random forest evaluation of the three uplift suitability models, based on the
test set and averaged across the ten cross-validation: (A) Static uplift suitability model (AUC
± sd = 0.851 ± 0.022); (B) Dynamic uplift suitability model (AUC ± sd = 0.695 ± 0.024);
(C) Combined uplift suitability model (AUC ± sd = 0.862 ± 0.016).
A
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B

C
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Supporting figures for the models’ output

Figure A3.2. Accuracy of the three uplift suitability models, static (A), dynamic (B) and
combined (C), in terms of sensitivity (proportion of soaring locations correctly classified,
in green) and specificity (proportion of flapping locations correctly classified, in red) at
different thresholds values. The solid points represent the value of Sensitivity and Specificity,
averaged across the ten runs of each model, at a threshold that maximize the value of the
True Skill Statistics.
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A

B
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C

Figure A3.3. Variable importance. Contributions of the different variables to the static
(A), dynamic (B) and combined (C) uplift suitability models, measured in terms of mean
decrease in accuracy (left) and decrease in node impurity (right).
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A4. Uplift intensity model
Table A4.1. Summary of the three uplift intensity models (generalized additive models).
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Figure A4.1. Non-linear relationship between some of the environmental predictors included
as smooth terms in the static uplift intensity model (generalized additive model) and the
response variable (vertical speed). In (A) the effect of NDVI and aspect, whereas in (B) the
effect of DEM and latitude on the vertical speed. In lighter colours, combination of variables’
values that predict a higher vertical speed.
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A5. Static energy landscape
Table A5.1. Output of the Linear Mixed Model analysing the mean daily ODBA as a function
of the mean daily uplift suitability (as predicted by the static uplift suitability model).
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B1. Dataset and segmentation
Dataset
The GPS and tri-axial accelerometry data used in this study were from two species and
collected in four different research projects, available on Movebank (Kranstauber et al.,
2011) (Fig. 3.1, main text). All animals included in the study were equipped with highresolution, solar GSM-GPS-ACC loggers (e-obs GmbH, Munich, Germany).
The white storks’ dataset included 61 immature white storks (Ciconia ciconia) during
their first migration. Data were collected by Max Planck of Animal Behavior (Flack
et al., 2017; Weinzierl et al., 2016) and were deposited in the Movebank Data Repository
(http://dx.doi.org/10.5441/001/1.bj96m274). Loggers recorded one GPS location
every 5 min between 2:00 and 20:00 GMT. If instantaneous ground speed was > 2 m/s,
bursts of high-resolution GPS locations (1 Hz) were recorded every 15 min for 120 or 300
s. In addition to the GPS locations, tri-axial accelerometry (ACC) was recorded every
10 min for a duration of 3.8 s at a sampling rate of 10.54 Hz (40 data points per axis).
High-resolution GPS recordings were collected from August to September 2014.
The vultures’ dataset originally included a total of 75 adult griffon vultures (Gyps fulvus) from
two populations in Spain (Ebro valley in northern Spain and Cazorla in southern Spain) and
one population in the French Alps (Baronnies). Data from the Spanish populations were
all collected by the VultureGroup, from December 2014 to date, and included 37 and 31
individuals (Movebank study names: "Griffon vulture - Bardenas Reales" and "Scavengers
and wild ungulates", respectively). High-resolution GPS recordings associated with ACC
were available for 20 individuals between April and July 2019, with the same sampling
schedule used for the white storks. Data from the French population were collected by the
Centre d’Ecologie Fonctionnelle et Evolutive and Vautours en Baronnies, from January 2015
to date (Movebank study name: "Eurasian Griffon Vulture in France (Alps - Baronnies)").
The sampling schedule of these tags was the same for the ACC but slightly different for the
GPS: one GPS location every 1 min between 7:00 and 17:00 GMT; high resolution GPS
bursts (1 Hz) were recorded every 10 min for 300 or 600 s. The high resolution GPS bursts
were available for 7 individuals for the entire period of data collection. See Table B1.1 for
an overview.
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Table B1.1. Overview of data collection (sampling schedule) and data availability [HR =
high resolution 1 Hz GPS].

Segmentation
Soaring events were identified based on high-resolution GPS bursts with a duration of at
least 120 s. We first grouped the 1 Hz locations in track segments of 15 s (average duration
of one complete soaring circle (Weinzierl et al., 2016)). We then applied the Expectation
Maximization Binary Clustering on the average vertical speed and the absolute cumulative
turning angle calculated on these segments (R package EmbC (Garriga et al., 2016)). At
the end of the procedure, each 15 s segment along the animal trajectory was individually
assigned to one of three behavioural categories: circular soaring, linear soaring and gliding.
The purpose of the subsequent analysis was to distinguish between the use of active versus
passive flight; we therefore excluded gliding segments and assigned linear and circular
soaring to the same category. The location of each soaring segment was defined by its
centroid (mean longitude and latitude). For more details see Scacco et al. (2019).
Flapping events were identified based on ACC data using DBA-z (Dynamic Body Acceleration
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on the z-axis) and ODBA (overall DBA), which have been shown to be good proxies for
energy expenditure and have already been used to identify active flight in soaring birds
(Duriez et al., 2014; Nathan et al., 2012; Scacco et al., 2019). We first calculated ODBA
and DBA-z for each ACC burst following Wilson et al. (2006); and then applied k-means
clustering to group the ACC bursts into three classes based on the amount of activity
recorded: least active, intermediately active, and most active. We finally defined as flapping
events the “most active” bursts associated to a heights above ground > 100 m. The location
of these events was given by the GPS location closest in time (less than 30 s difference).
See Scacco et al. (2019) for more details.
Table B2.1. Summary of the climbing rate model (GAM output).
Response: sqrt(climbing rate)
Fixed effects

Estimate (St. Err.)

t value

Intercept

1.710 (0.005)

318.156***

Species Gyps fulvus

0.095 (0.007)

13.643***

Smooth terms

edf

F

s(Longitude, Latitude)

25.756

18.06***

s(Hour of the day)

5.987

153.25***

Observations

37774

Adjusted R2

0.099
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

B2. Comparison of climbing rate
We compared the climbing rate of the two species during soaring, while accounting for the
different spatial and temporal scales of the two datasets. We modelled climbing rate using
a generalized additive model (GAM) including species as categorical predictor, longitude
and latitude as interacting thin plate regression splines, and hour of the day as cyclic
cubic regression spline. The response variable climbing rate included negative values,
therefore we first applied a translation (by adding its minimum value) and then a square-root
transformation to meet the assumptions of a Gaussian distribution of the residuals. The
complete model output is shown in Table B2.1. See also Fig. B2.1 for a visualization of the
partial effect of some predictors on the species’ climbing rates.
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A

B

Figure B2.1. Non linear relationship between two predictors and the response variable
climbing rate. In (A) the effect of spatial location (longitude/latitude) on the climbing rate of
storks and vultures at a fixed time (12:00 UTC), with lighter colours indicating locations that
predicted a higher climbing rate. In (B) the effect of hour of the day at a fixed location.
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B3. Soaring suitability
Environmental variables
We used the publicly available elevation map EU-DEM (based on SRTM and ASTER Global
Digital Elevation Model) (EEA, 2013) to characterize the surface features. We computed
slope, aspect and ruggedness (topographic heterogeneity) using the R package raster
(Hijmans, 2016). The native spatial granularity of the elevation map is 1 arcsec (about 25 m
near the Equator). Raster cells were aggregated to 100 m resolution. Slope and aspect
were computed according to Horn (1981). Ruggedness was calculated as the difference
between the maximum and minimum value of a cell and its 8 surrounding cells. Unevenness
in aspect, slope and elevation (also called Topographic Position Index) were computed as
the difference between the value of a cell and the mean value of its 8 surrounding cells.
Highly correlated layers were excluded from the model (this was the case of slope, highly
correlated with ruggedness).

Soaring suitability models

Figure B3.1. Accuracy of the two uplift suitability models, storks (A) and vultures (B). In
green sensitivity (proportion of soaring locations correctly classified) and in red specificity
(proportion of flapping locations correctly classified) at different thresholds values. The
solid points represent the value of sensitivity and specificity, averaged across the ten runs
of each model, at a threshold that maximize the value of the true skill statistics. The error
bars show their standard deviations.
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Table B3.1. Random forest evaluation of the two soaring suitability models, based on the
test set and averaged across the ten cross-validations. (A) Storks’ model AUC: 0.83 ± 0.02
(mean ± s.d.); (B) Vultures’ model AUC : 0.71 ± 0.02.
A
Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

Commission
Error

Omission Error

TSS

0

1 (0)

0 (0)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0.05

1 (0)

0.021 (0.011)

0.979 (0.011)

0 (0)

0.021 (0.011)

0.1

1 (0)

0.035 (0.012)

0.965 (0.012)

0 (0)

0.035 (0.012)

0.15

1 (0)

0.056 (0.015)

0.944 (0.015)

0 (0)

0.056 (0.015)

0.2

0.999 (0.001)

0.078 (0.02)

0.922 (0.02)

0.001 (0.001)

0.077 (0.021)

0.25

0.998 (0.002)

0.098 (0.023)

0.902 (0.023)

0.002 (0.002)

0.097 (0.023)

0.3

0.997 (0.002)

0.118 (0.025)

0.882 (0.025)

0.003 (0.002)

0.115 (0.025)

0.35

0.996 (0.002)

0.149 (0.022)

0.851 (0.022)

0.004 (0.002)

0.144 (0.022)

0.4

0.994 (0.003)

0.193 (0.034)

0.807 (0.034)

0.006 (0.003)

0.187 (0.033)

0.45

0.989 (0.004)

0.245 (0.04)

0.755 (0.04)

0.011 (0.004)

0.234 (0.039)

0.5

0.984 (0.006)

0.278 (0.042)

0.722 (0.042)

0.016 (0.006)

0.262 (0.04)

0.55

0.974 (0.007)

0.323 (0.047)

0.677 (0.047)

0.026 (0.007)

0.297 (0.045)

0.6

0.963 (0.008)

0.362 (0.059)

0.638 (0.059)

0.037 (0.008)

0.325 (0.058)

0.65

0.946 (0.009)

0.412 (0.052)

0.588 (0.052)

0.054 (0.009)

0.358 (0.054)

0.7

0.923 (0.01)

0.474 (0.052)

0.526 (0.052)

0.077 (0.01)

0.397 (0.055)

0.75

0.891 (0.013)

0.548 (0.041)

0.452 (0.041)

0.109 (0.013)

0.44 (0.049)

0.8

0.84 (0.015)

0.638 (0.039)

0.362 (0.039)

0.16 (0.015)

0.478 (0.044)

0.85

0.758 (0.016)

0.751 (0.027)

0.249 (0.027)

0.242 (0.016)

0.509 (0.035)

0.9

0.631 (0.023)

0.845 (0.022)

0.155 (0.022)

0.369 (0.023)

0.476 (0.035)

0.95

0.441 (0.015)

0.933 (0.013)

0.067 (0.013)

0.559 (0.015)

0.374 (0.019)

1

0.034 (0.006)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0.966 (0.006)

0.034 (0.006)
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B
Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

Commission
Error

Omission Error

TSS

0

1 (0)

0 (0)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0.05

1 (0)

0 (0)

1 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0.1

1 (0)

0.001 (0.002)

0.999 (0.002)

0 (0)

0.001 (0.002)

0.15

1 (0)

0.006 (0.005)

0.994 (0.005)

0 (0)

0.006 (0.006)

0.2

0.999 (0.001)

0.011 (0.007)

0.989 (0.007)

0.001 (0.001)

0.01 (0.007)

0.25

0.999 (0.001)

0.016 (0.011)

0.984 (0.011)

0.001 (0.001)

0.015 (0.012)

0.3

0.998 (0.001)

0.018 (0.012)

0.982 (0.012)

0.002 (0.001)

0.016 (0.012)

0.35

0.998 (0.001)

0.024 (0.012)

0.976 (0.012)

0.002 (0.001)

0.021 (0.012)

0.4

0.996 (0.001)

0.036 (0.014)

0.964 (0.014)

0.004 (0.001)

0.032 (0.014)

0.45

0.993 (0.002)

0.071 (0.015)

0.929 (0.015)

0.007 (0.002)

0.064 (0.016)

0.5

0.991 (0.003)

0.098 (0.019)

0.902 (0.019)

0.009 (0.003)

0.089 (0.02)

0.55

0.989 (0.003)

0.11 (0.018)

0.89 (0.018)

0.011 (0.003)

0.099 (0.02)

0.6

0.985 (0.003)

0.122 (0.021)

0.878 (0.021)

0.015 (0.003)

0.107 (0.022)

0.65

0.979 (0.004)

0.135 (0.02)

0.865 (0.02)

0.021 (0.004)

0.114 (0.022)

0.7

0.967 (0.004)

0.16 (0.024)

0.84 (0.024)

0.033 (0.004)

0.126 (0.024)

0.75

0.941 (0.004)

0.21 (0.022)

0.79 (0.022)

0.059 (0.004)

0.151 (0.023)

0.8

0.885 (0.004)

0.306 (0.023)

0.694 (0.023)

0.115 (0.004)

0.191 (0.025)

0.85

0.778 (0.004)

0.459 (0.038)

0.541 (0.038)

0.222 (0.004)

0.236 (0.042)

0.9

0.59 (0.007)

0.684 (0.032)

0.316 (0.032)

0.41 (0.007)

0.274 (0.031)

0.95

0.36 (0.012)

0.907 (0.027)

0.093 (0.027)

0.64 (0.012)

0.267 (0.025)

1

0.015 (0.003)

1 (0.001)

0 (0.001)

0.985 (0.003)

0.015 (0.003)
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STAR methods
Key resource table

Experimental model and subject detail
European free-tailed bats (Tadarida teniotis) were captured at evening emergence using
mist nets set at the roost exits near Santa Comba de Vilariça (41.36◦ N, 7.07◦ W) in
northeastern Portugal. All methods were approved by ICNF - Instituto de Conservação da
Natureza e Florestas, Portugal (665/2017/CAPT).

Method details
GPS attachment and data collection
We fit 33 lactating females (33.92 ± 1.63 g) with Gipsy5 GPS tags (Technosmart Europe
srl) that were encased in a balloon. GPS tags were deployed either on collars (O’Mara
et al., 2014) or glued to the bat’s back by applying Permatype surgical cement directly to the
fur and to the balloon. Total tag weight (3.59 ± 0.21 g) was 10.59 ± 0.49% of body mass.
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The GPS tags had minimal measurable effects on bat body condition (body mass / forearm
length). Tagged bats generally maintained or improved their body condition (mean ± sd of
the change in individual body condition: 0.135 ± 0.374, range = -0.036 – 0.072, permutation
test of mean differences (5000 iterations, (O’Mara et al., 2019a): mean difference = 0.0175,
p = 0.108). Overall, the body condition of bats that wore a GPS tag, both before and after
tagging, was higher than for bats that did not receive a GPS tag and were captured on the
same night (F2, 236 = 40.47, p < 0.001). Tags were either recovered by recapturing bats at
the same location or locating the tags on the ground under the roost. Based on the mean
weight of our tagged bats and mean wingspan from bats from a different study that were
photographed on graph paper with a fully outstretched wing (370 mm, Amorim, unpublished
data), we calculated a mean power curve (Pennycuick, 2008) for an unladen T. teniotis, and
estimated a minimum power speed (Vmp) of 5.54 m/s and maximum range speed (Vmr) of
8.97 m/s.

Figure C1. Tracking site and 3D flight trajectories of European free-tailed bats in northeastern Portugal. Each bat is indicated with its own color. The underlying digital elevation
model is derived from 30 m ASTER imagery and ranges from 36 m ASL to 1411 m ASL.
The insets show the capture site relative to Portugal and Spain and also shows a top-down
visualization of the study area.
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Table C1. Summary of flight parameters for T. teniotis tracked in Portugal. Medians are
presented with the range of data. Where no range is given, only the maximum value is
reported. Ground speed is the distance travelled between two locations (latitude, longitude)
divided by time, Segment speed is the three-dimensional distance travelled between two
locations (latitude, longitude, height) divided by time, and Airspeed is three-dimensional
segment speed adjusted for three-dimensional wind support. Height above ground level
(HeightAGL) was calculated as the height above sea level (HeightASL) minus the elevation
from a 30 m ASTER digital elevation model.

GPS tags were programmed to record one location (latitude, longitude, height above
sea level) every 30 s. We recovered 11 tags, of which 8 had recorded data for 1-3 nights
and a total of 10336 GPS locations. We took a conservative approach to obtain the highest
quality and most reliable dataset possible. We removed by hand, points that were obviously
error in the tracks due to unreasonably large displacement (N = 45) and limited the dataset
to consecutive points with a 20 - 40 s time lag. This reduced the dataset from the full 10336
points to 9873 (3.4% loss) to yield a dataset with high temporal and spatial resolution with a
regular sampling regime (Fig. C1). All data, including those marked as outliers and removed
from analysis, are available at the Movebank data repository (doi 10.5441/001/1.52nn82r9).
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Speed calculations and wind conditions
We calculated segment speed as the speed between two consecutive points in three
dimensions (analogous to ground speed). We then calculated three-dimensional selfpowered airspeed (hereafter airspeed) from these segments by first calculating wind
support based on wind data derived from a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model.
NWP models can provide valuable weather forecasts at regional scales and are commonly
used to describe and forecast atmospheric motions. These models can provide long time
series of atmospheric data with very high resolution both horizontally and vertically in a given
study region in a short period of time (Al-Yahyai et al., 2010). We use the high-resolution
numerical weather model Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) (Skamarock et al.,
2008). The WRF is a next generation mesoscale forecast and assimilation system that has
advanced both the understanding and prediction of mesoscale systems. It is designed for a
wide range of applications, from research to operational forecasting, with a priority emphasis
on horizontal resolutions below 10 km. Here the WRF model was used in hindcast mode
with initial and boundary conditions provided by the ECMWF ERA-Interim Reanalysis (Dee
et al., 2011). The model used a 4 nested grid setup, with the highest horizontal resolution
of 1 km and the simulation spans from August 8th to August 17th 2017, with output every 5
min. The wind conditions at our study site were highly variable among tracking nights (Fig.
C2), and elevation (Fig. C3). The WRF model provided regional weather information at
1 km resolution every 5 min and at 68 terrain-following levels that range from the ground
to nearly 20000 m AGL. For this study, we chose 23 levels to encompass bat flight with a
maximum of 2156 m AGL. The weather variables provided by the WRF model included
temperature, air pressure, and three components of the wind vector (U: zonal or toward
east, V: meridional or toward north, W: vertical). We used U, V and W wind components to
derive time-weighted three-dimensional wind support, which is the length of the wind vector
at the location of the bat in the bat’s travel direction towards the next location. Positive wind
support values represent tailwind and negative values headwind. Cross wind is the length
of the wind vector perpendicular to the bat’s direction of travel irrespective of the side and
was expressed as absolute value. We calculated the airspeed of the bat (segment speed
relative to air) following Safi et al. (2013), adjusting the method to incorporate wind support
in three dimensions and the absolute value of cross wind.
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Figure C2. Average wind speed and direction in the study area during the five nights of
tracking (from left to right, on the 8th , 9th , 10th , 13th and 14th of August 2017). Temporal
averages were computed on U and V values extracted at the mean flight height used
√ by bats
(pressure level 5, ca. 140 AGL). Wind speed was calculated as windspeed = U 2 + V 2 .
The color scale indicates wind speed in m s-1, the black arrows indicate wind direction.

Wind and altitude effects on airspeed
Bat airspeeds are likely dependent on wind support and the direction of flight. Bats should
decrease their airspeed with increasing wind support, and it is possible that speeds increase
with descending flights. We used generalized additive mixed effect models (R package
mgcv (Wood, 2017))) to test how airspeed responds to wind support, the absolute value
of crosswinds, and height above ground. Smoothing terms of time in seconds since the
first observation of the night and geographic location were included to account for spatial
and temporal autocorrelation, and individual bat ID and date were included as random
intercepts. Airspeed +1 was transformed on the natural log and the model fitted using a
Gaussian error distribution. The best fit model (lowest AICc) included all terms.
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Figure C3. Wind speeds across altitude levels. Wind speeds were not evenly distributed
across all altitudes and became slower and less variable with increasing altitudes over 500
m AGL.
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Figure C4. Airspeed and its relationship with movement and environmental variables.
Airspeed and groundspeed generally had a positive relationship (A), with ground speed
over-estimating self-powered airspeeds. Calculated airspeeds, particularly the fastest
airspeeds were not related to terrain roughness or wind gusts (B), and airspeed generally
decreased with wind support (C), and the absolute value of crosswinds had minor effects.
Some of the fastest airspeeds occurred during descents (D), but airspeeds over 20 m/s
were also found in level or ascending flight.
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Table C2. Estimated effects from three GAMMs (± SE) of cross wind, wind support, height
above ground, and height difference between consecutive locations on three-dimensional
airspeed (natural log(airspeed+1)). All parameter estimates in each model were different
from zero with significance levels below 0.001. Positive coefficients tend to increase
airspeed (increased crosswinds and increase height AGL), and negative coefficients tend
to decrease airspeed (increasing wind support, increasing height change). Note that
coefficient directions remain consistent across models, and that models are shown in
descending order of fit. Sample size was 9873 observations across 8 individuals and 5
nights.

Data quality, GPS error, and filtering methods
Several sources of error could influence GPS position data and the resulting ground speed
and airspeed calculation. First, location error can influence the recorded position of the
data and subsequent ground speeds. This is most likely due to poor satellite coverage
(number of satellites) and weak signal strength or satellite configurations that can alter the
distribution of error around a locations, the horizontal dilution of precision (hdop). Hdop
reflects the ratio of error distribution across a major and minor axis. Hdop = 1 when the error
is evenly distributed, and increasing hdop values indicate an increase in the unreliability of
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the error probability distribution around the GPS location. If this influences the likelihood of
speed errors, then one would expect faster speeds to occur in more error-prone regions of
satellite coverage. However, we tended to see faster speeds at lower hdop values, and at
mid-range satellite counts (Fig. C5). As expected, GPS hdop and the number of satellites
used to calculate a location were negatively correlated, which indicates an increase in the
quality of fixes with more satellites used.
We sought to only include the highest quality GPS positions possible. To test if there was
speed-dependent difference in location error in the GPS, we first established the distribution
of location error and the horizontal dilution of position (hdop) measured by the GPS using
four stationary tags under open sky that recorded locations every 30 s for 3 h (Fig. C6A).
We then used a bootstrapping procedure that shifted each observed three-dimensional
GPS position in a random direction by a random distance drawn from the 95% confidence
interval of the observed horizontal error (14.22 ± 12.05) and vertical error (20.86 ± 21.79
m) at each hdop value, binned to the nearest integer. Speed was then re-calculated for
each segment and the process repeated 1000 times. Our randomization showed that the
addition of error derived from stationary tags to our locations had the largest effect at low
flight speeds, with changes in the calculated speed of approximately 1 - 1.5 m/s in the
most extreme cases (Fig. C6B-D). We are confident that this is a conservative estimate of
location error as stationary devices will overestimate location error due to the increased
precision of GPS with increasing speed (Ranacher et al., 2016). Fast (or slow) speeds are
then not a consequence of three-dimensional position measurement error.
The sampling interval between successive GPS locations can also influence error
through an over-estimate of distance traveled when sampling frequencies are sufficiently
coarse due to a decrease in spatial and temporal autocorrelation (Ranacher et al., 2016). At
sampling frequencies of 150 s, the overestimation of distance tends to converge at 1.5 m (a
speed change of 0.01 m/s), and with sampling frequencies close to 0 s, the overestimation
of distance is approximately 0.25 m (Ranacher et al., 2016). This should result in the largest
distances covered or fastest speeds at the slowest sampling rates. When we examined our
data for a speed - sampling interval relationship, we did not see this pattern, as the fastest
ground speeds were not at longer sampling intervals but tended to be found near the mean
sampling interval of 30 s (Fig. C5D).
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Figure C5. GPS satellite reception parameters and their effect on ground speed. The
highest ground speeds did not occur at the most error prone GPS hdop values (A) or at the
lowest satellite counts (B). GPS satellite counts and hdop were negatively correlated (i.e.,
reliability increased) once four satellites were used to calculate a location (C), and the time
lag between locations did not have an effect on ground speed (D).

Second, the wind data could be a source of error. Airspeeds are calculated as the sum
of ground speed and wind support (positive and negative). If the interpolated wind speed is
incorrect, then our speed calculations would also be erroneous. The WRF model provided
wind information at 1 km resolution every 5 min. There could then be spatial and temporal
mismatch between locations sampled every 20 - 40 s and the interpolated wind values that
obscures the magnitude and direction of the wind, particularly if wind gusts are present.
If this has a substantial effect on airspeeds, then we would expect that periods with high
wind gusts to be associated with high speeds. Likewise, if there are unmeasured tailwind
effects that result from interactions between the wind and topography at small scales, then
we would expect that rougher terrain, with more opportunity for localized wind changes, to
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Figure C6. Effects of three-dimensional location displacement on three-dimensional
segment speed (m/s). Four stationary tags were used to generate a distribution of horizontal
and vertical errors (A) for the bootstrapping procedure to model displacement due to error.
The 2.5% confidence interval (B), median (C), and 97.5% confidence interval (D) of the
estimated speed change due to location displacement from error shows that slow speeds
were more susceptible to change due to GPS error than fast speeds. This randomization
process highlights that calculated three-dimensional segment speeds were stable and only
change by approximately 1.5 m/s in the most extreme cases.

be associated with high speeds. We calculated the terrain ruggedness index from the 30 m
DEM to compare the relative elevation of each location to the surrounding pixels. We did
not find a relationship between airspeed and the terrain ruggedness index or the speed of
wind gusts (Fig. C4B). Our fastest airspeeds were generally found during periods with low
wind gusts and at relatively flat locations with a low terrain ruggedness index.

Predicting High-altitude Ascents
Bats typically flew following the rugged terrain of our study area, but occasionally they
ascended to over 1680 m AGL (Fig. C7). In this part of the analysis we (i) identified the
occurrence of these events, (ii) investigated if the bats can take advantage of the energy
available in the landscape to perform these high-altitude flights and ultimately (iii) predicted
their probability of occurrence across the study area.
We characterized the altitudinal behavior of the bats in two steps. First, we applied a
simple threshold to the vertical speed to separate ascending (vertical speed > 0 m/s) versus
descending (vertical speed ≤ 0 m/s) segments. For the second phase we only considered
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ascending segments and we applied a k-means clustering algorithm with 2 clusters (k = 2)
to the variable "height above ground" based on inspecting the distribution of the heights
achieved during each ascent. This would then cluster ascending flights into high-altitude
ascents or more typical ascents (moderate ascents). We then inspected the accuracy of
the behavioral segmentation using two and three-dimensional plots (Fig. 4.1, main text).
High-altitude ascents were characterized by an average maximum height 563.5 ± 214.1
m AGL (mean ± sd) up to a maximum 1680.1 m, whereas moderate ascents reached an
average maximum height of 115.2 ± 77.9 m AGL (mean ± sd) up to a maximum 333.8 m.

Figure C7. Portion of flight trajectory (first 200 fixes between 20:00 and 22:00 UTC) of Bat
4 from Fig. 4.1 (main text) as it passed through the vertical wind field. The track begins at
the green dot and moves westward (to right). Arrows show wind uplift vectors; arrow length
and color indicate speed (dark blue: W = -3.13; red: W = 1.95 m/s). The bat experienced
lower airspeed and higher vertical wind support as it flew west, where it traveled 656 m
vertically at ca 1.05 m/s, riding a lifting column of air to nearly 1500 m, where wind speeds
dropped and became oriented more toward the ground.
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Environmental predictors
We used both static and dynamic predictors to describe the environment experienced by the
bats in the study area. The static predictors included variables describing the topography of
the region; the terrain elevation was extracted from the digital elevation model EU-DEM
2013, with 30 m spatial granularity. We then used the DEM to compute slope and aspect
(direction faced by the slope, in degrees from North). The dynamic predictors included
three wind components (U, V and W) provided by the WRF model. To annotate the GPS
locations with each environmental information we first performed a bilinear interpolation
considering the two closest points in time. In the second step, we calculated the weighted
mean of the environmental components considering both the closest values in time and
height.

Models for high-altitude ascents
We used binomial generalized additive models (GAMs) to determine if specific environmental
conditions would favor the occurrence of high-altitude ascents versus moderate ascents.
We limited the model dataset to nights in which more than one individual was tracked (8th -9th
August 2017) and we only considered ascending segments with a duration of at least 90 s
(about 3 fixes). Each behavioral segment was assigned a unique ID. Two segments were
considered as two different behavioral units when separated by > 60 s (about 2 fixes). We
calculated the mean of each environmental predictor’s values along each segment, and we
considered the centroid of the segment (mean latitude and longitude) as the location of
occurrence of the segment. The final dataset contained 48 high ascents and 335 moderate
ascents, distributed across two nights and seven individuals (Table C3).
The environmental predictors were divided in two groups: topographic variables and
wind variables. Topographic variables included terrain elevation from the DEM, slope and
aspect. Wind variables included U (zonal, toward east), V (meridional, toward north), and
W (vertical) component of the wind. We used these two groups of predictors to run two
different models, one only based on wind and one only based on topography, to separately
evaluate the effect of the two groups of predictors. W, DEM and slope were included in the
models as parametric predictors, whereas U and V components were included together
as a thin plate regression spline smooth term, given their nonlinear relationship with the
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Table C3. Number of observations included in the final dataset (48 high ascents and 335
moderate ascents) distributed per night of tracking and per individual.

response variable. Aspect is a circular variable and was included as cyclic cubic regression
spline smooth term.
To validate the models, we used a leave-one-out cross validation approach: each model
was run as many times as the number of observations in the dataset (383 times in the
specific case). At each run, the model was trained with all but one observation and was used
to predict the excluded observation. Therefore, at the end of the procedure we obtained a
predicted vector of probability of high ascent with 383 observations (same length as the
complete dataset), where each observation was predicted by the model from which this
observation was excluded. Excluding one observation at a time allowed us to calculate
the accuracy of the models, in terms of area under the curve (AUC), without drastically
reducing the already small sample size in the training set (as required by other cross
validation approaches). The deviance explained by the two models was averaged across
the 383 runs, whose consistency should reflect the absence of strong outliers among the
observations. Inferences were drawn from the complete wind and topographic models
(including all observations), whose results are shown in Table C4.
The weather model, including U, V, and W, explained 0.734 ± 0.007 (mean ± SD) of the
deviance, with probability of high-altitude ascents significantly increased by uplifting (high
W values) and southeasterly winds (positive V and negative U values). The topographic
model, explained 0.137 ± 0.002 of the deviance. All variables significantly contributed to the
prediction; south and west facing slopes positively affected the probability of high-altitude
ascents (Fig. C8). Among the parametric coefficients, elevation negatively affected the
probability of high ascents, whereas slope had a positive effect (Table C4). Both the wind
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Table C4. Summary of the GAMs predicting the probability of high ascents as a function
of wind and topographic variables (weather model and topographic model). Effect sizes
refer to the complete models (including all observations). AUC was calculated on the test
dataset, obtained using a leave-one-out cross validation. Deviance explained was averaged
across the 383 runs of the model.

and the topographic models performed really well in predicting the test dataset, with an
AUC of 0.955 for the wind model and of 0.728 for the topographic model (Fig. C9).
Lastly, we used the complete models to extrapolate the predicted probability of high-altitude
ascents across the study area, using the topographic layers and the wind layers available
for the region. To simplify the predictions based on dynamic predictors (weather model),
the wind layers refer to the first night of tracking (8th of August 2017) at vertical level 5,
corresponding to 140 m above ground (close to the mean flight altitude of the bats). The U,
V and W values available for the night were averaged. The predictions of the wind and the
topographic models were ensembled: each model was assigned a weight based on their
accuracy in predicting the test dataset (AUC), and the values predicted by each model were
multiplied by its weight and then added to each other to obtain a final ensembled prediction
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Figure C8. Non-linear relationship between the environmental predictors included as
smooth terms in the wind and topographic models (generalized additive model) and the
response variable (probability of high-altitude ascents). Left panel: the effect of the
horizontal components of the wind, right panel: the effect of aspect and slope. In lighter
colors, combination of variables’ values that predicted a higher probability of high ascents.

(Fig. 4.3B, main text). The ensembled prediction showed the highest accuracy in predicting
the test dataset (AUC = 0.975).

Effect of sample size on model performance
The dataset used in the complete models, from which inferences were drawn, contained 335
moderate ascents and 48 high ascents and was therefore unbalanced towards moderate
ascents. Here we tested if the uneven sample size of the two types of ascents had an
effect on the output and interpretation of the wind and topographic models. We ran the
same two models 50 times, each time including all high-altitude ascents (48 observations)
and randomly sub-sampling an equal number of moderate ascents, resulting in a total of
96 observations at each run of the models. The average output of the 100 models (Table
C5), 50 wind and 50 topographic, is comparable to the results obtained from the complete
models (Table C3) in terms of estimates of the parametric coefficients, effective degrees of
freedom of the smooth terms and deviance explained.
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Figure C9. Accuracy of the wind (blue), topographic (red) and ensembled (orange) models.
Left panel shows the accuracy in terms of sensitivity (proportion of high-altitude ascents
correctly classified, dashed line) and specificity (proportion of moderate ascents correctly
classified, solid line), at different thresholds values. Right panel reports the models’ accuracy
as area under the curve (AUC); the dashed line represents a model whose accuracy is
comparable to random (AUC = 0.5).
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Table C5. Average output of the GAMs predicting the probability of high ascents as a
function of wind and topographic variables (weather model and topographic model) using
balanced sample sizes (48 high ascents and 48 moderate ascents). Mean and standard
error of each parameter was computed across the 50 runs of each model.
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